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Kansas town
known for its many
prisons elects
ex-con as Mayor
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Jermaine Wilson

By Marcus Henderson
Journalism Guild Chairman
Jermaine Wilson ran the streets
as a drug dealer, did time on a maximum security prison yard, and now
he is the mayor of a major America
city. Wilson was sworn in as Leavenworth, Kansas’ top official in early
January.
Wilson was unanimously voted
into the position by the Commissioners of Leavenworth, the city where
he grew-up, and where his previous
occupation was the drug trade.

Upcoming Events
for San Quentin
in May

For the drug offenses, he spent
three years in prison where he
transformed his life through his
faith in God and hard studying.
“As human beings we all make
mistakes in life. We shouldn’t be
bound or identified by the mistakes
we’ve made in our life,” Wilson said
to San Quentin News. “I wanted to
let people know: despite the mistakes you’ve made in your life, you
still can become successful.”
One of Wilson’s first orders of
business as the mayor was to coordinate a partnership with City Attorney Todd Thompson to tackle a
criminal-record expunging project.
Wilson had his own record expunged in 2015.
The project was a 60-day event
in which the prosecutor’s office
and volunterring private attorneys
helped qualifying returning citizens with the formalities of clearing their criminal records. Both
officials and citizens considered the
event and project a success.
“They have been given a second
chance and received housing and
better employment,” Wilson told
the SQ News. “People now feel
hopeful and feel like they can move
forward without having their past
preventing them from becoming
successful.”

See Mayor on Page 4
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Ear Hustle’s Nigel Poor, Assemblyman Reginald Bryon-Jones, Rahsaan Thomas and Antwan Williams

State Assemblymember Reginald
Bryon Jones-Sawyer visits SQ
By Juan Haines
Senior Editor

A state lawmaker stood with
several inmates on the Lower Yard
of San Quentin on Feb. 15, reflecting about a meeting he had with
the executives of a private prison.
“They told me that they calculated the number of beds they needed
to build by tracking third grade
reading levels,” the lawmaker said.
The assessment troubled him. He

asked the executives if they could
use a different calculation, one
aimed at increasing college-bound
kids.
“The executives never got back
to me on that,” said Reginald Bryon Jones-Sawyer (District-59 Los
Angeles).
About a month prior to his
visit, Jones-Sawyer sent his senior
assistant, Shelli Jackson, to San
Quentin to attend The True Impact
of Criminal Justice Reform in

California symposium.
Jackson later said that she had
no idea what she was getting into.
“All the insight the guys had
— for them to self-reflect and be
accountable, was incredible,”
Jackson said. “It was more than
I’ve had ever seen. If people on
the outside did this kind of work,
the world would be a much better
place.”

See Sawyer on Page 4

Pepperdine Law School professor
Bob Goff told a San Quentin
audience that he never tells people
he’s a lawyer because he doesn’t
want to be viewed as a jerk.
The audience all laughed. Goff’s
listeners included prisoners as well
as Warden Ron Davis and Chief
Deputy Warden Ron Bloomfield.
Goff, a popular motivational
speaker, expounded on the theme
“Love Does.”
“Focus on the guy you want to
be,” Goff told the audience in the

Protestant Chapel. “Let people
know what your ambitions are.”
He added, don’t fake, be real with
the people close to you and “get
vulnerable.”
Humorous and energetic, Goff
delivered his words using comedy
to hold everyone’s attention,
making them laugh often. Some
said they laughed to keep from
crying.
Relating to much of the pain
some inmates have experienced,
Goff said his own parents never
found the words to say “I love you.”

See Bob Goff on Page 10
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Left to Right: Steven Minor, prisoner dancer, Jonathan
Terry, Britton Schutte and Salvador Hernandez

Bringing dance
to the Big House:
Gangnam Style

By Aron Kumar Roy
Staff Writer

San Quentin
Day of Peace
May 18th
Lower Yard

POPULATION 3,929

Motivational speaker
Bob Goff comes to SQ
By Kevin D. Sawyer
Associate Editor

Zuill Bailey returns
to San Quentin
May 3rd
Chapel B
12:00 -02:00 pm

SAN QUENTIN, CALIFORNIA 94964
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Bob Goff talking about ambitions in the SQ Protestant Chapel

The No Limits Dance Crew
pumped up the crowd with their
Gangnam Style performance in San
Quentin’s H-unit Chapel.
The seven-person dance crew garnered cheers from the crowd as they
danced to the song “Gangnam Style.”

“We’re so good its criminal!” one
dancer yelled right before the first of
four showings began.
Ms. Bridges, a clinician with
the Enhanced Outpatient Program
(EOP), created the dance crew as a
therapeutic tool to treat the participants’ mental health issues.

See on Dance Page 5
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Warden Janel Espinoza has high
hopes for incarcerated females
By Kevin D. Sawyer
Associate Editor
Warden Janel Espinoza of
the California Correctional
Women’s Facility (CCWF)
has high hopes for the women
incarcerated there. Among her
many goals is the successful
transformation of inmates to
become assets to their family
and society.
In late August, Espinoza
visited San Quentin State Prison to learn about some of its
programs to use for the women
at CCWF. It was her first time
visiting the prison.

“Historic,” is how she described the 166-year-old prison.
“It’s majestic, beautiful and
breathtaking,” she said with a
smile. “Now I know why Mr.
Davis (Warden Ron Davis)
came up to San Quentin,”
Espinoza spoke with the San
Quentin News on her visit.
Espinoza discussed establishing a mentoring program
to help guide young women in
a positive direction before they
go down the wrong path once
they arrive in prison.
“We don’t want them to just
survive in prison. We want

them to thrive,” Espinoza
said. “We have to give them a
chance.”
Espinoza explained that a lot
of the women in prison have
made bad decisions.
“The women are (pulled)
into the crime,” she said, “typically by following a male codefendant.
“Women are resilient,”
Espinoza said women’s recidivism rates are lower than
men. She said Gov. Jerry
Brown has commuted the sentences of more than a dozen
women and none have returned to prison.

Wall City Magazine is more than just stories-it’s a look into transformation, humanity
and re-building community.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Graduate School of Journalism
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Warden Janel Espinoza

“I believe it was because
they were given the right
tools,” she said.
Espinoza said CCWF has
128 rehabilitative programs
that range from Prison Industry Authority jobs in optical, carpentry and vocational
trades, as well as academic and
face-to-face college through
University of California, Merced.

“They can
transform if they
allow themselves
to. Everyone’s
allowed an
opportunity”
“They can transform if they
allow themselves to,” Espinoza
said. “Everyone’s allowed an
opportunity. What I’ve learned
is that they are able to get in
touch with themselves emotionally.”
“They have to become vulnerable,” Espinoza said about
the younger inmates. “It’s
easier to keep that barrier up,”
but vulnerability allows them
to be honest with themselves,
and that’s when the process of
rehabilitation begins.
Espinoza said if inmates are
given the tools to show they
can accomplish something
positive, they will live up to the
expectations placed on them.
She also came to see how San
Quentin organized its music
program and to have a dialogue with the criminal justice
reform organization CUT50.
Espinoza said at CCWF they
“strive for incentive based programs.”
Espinoza said that some 49
percent of women in prison
have some form of mental
health issues, but she wants
them to know there is hope.
She said they should have the
possibility to parole and reunite with their families and
strengthen bonds with their
children.
Espinoza started her career
with the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation in 1996 working as a
Medical Technical Assistant at
Wasco State Prison. In 1999,
she became a correctional
counselor I at Corcoran State
Prison. In 2002, she was promoted to a CCII supervisor at
SATF Corcoran, then to facility captain in 2004. Later, she
became an associate warden.
She worked as chief deputy
warden at CCWF and has been
warden there for one year.
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Missouri jails use semi-trailers to relieve overcrowding
Bringing protestations of inhumane treatment and constitutional violations

By Lloyd Payne
Journalism Guild Writer
The Greene County Sheriff Department in Missouri
has set up semi-trailers as a
cost-effective temporary so-

lution to overcrowding in jail,
according to the Springfield
News-Leader.
The sheriff says this is
a temporary solution while
they work toward a permanent fix by renovating the

existing building and constructing an expansion jail
across the street from where
the portable trailers currently sit.
Concerns have surfaced
that this may be inhumane

Class action over surrendered
Access MP3 players
By Elton Kelley
Journalism Guild Writer
The Florida Department of
Corrections (FDOC) is facing a lawsuit from at least one
inmate, and possibly a class
action suit involving scores
of other inmates, all of whom
were forced to surrender their
legally purchased MP3 files
and media players to FDOC
authorities, according to Ben
Conark of the Florida TimesUnion.
In February, inmate William Demler, age 74, who
is incarcerated at the South
Florida Reception Center,
filed suit in the northern U.S.
District Court with the support of the Florida Justice Institute, a non-profit legal firm
that has a lengthy record of
lawsuits against the FDOC.
“The FDOC’s confiscation
of these individuals’ lawfully
purchased property—for no
reason other than to turn a
profit—is simply unconscionable,” said Josh Glickman,

attorney for the Social Justice
Law Collective, an advocacy
group helping support the
lawsuit.
Demler is seeking to form
a class action with scores of
other FDOC inmates who
have also been made to illegally surrender their lawfully
purchased property, reported
Conark.
In his federal complaint,
Demler alleges violations of
the Takings and Due Process
clauses of the U.S. Constitution.
Demler was formerly
housed at the Hamilton Correctional Institution in Jasper, Fla., and, according
to the Times-Union, over
the course of several years
he had purchased from Access, a company then under
contract with FDOC, an
MP3 player and hundreds
of media files costing nearly
$700. Demler’s grievance
on the issue claims he was
encouraged by the FDOC to
make such purchases, which
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We Want To Hear From You!

The San Quentin News encourages inmates, free staff, custody
staff, volunteers and others outside the institution to submit articles.
All submissions become property of the San Quentin News.
Please use the following criteria when submitting:
• Limit your articles to no more than 350 words.
• Know that articles will be edited for content and length.
• The newspaper is not a medium to file grievances.
(For that, use the prison appeals process.) We encourage
submitting articles that are newsworthy and encompass
issues that will have an impact on the prison populace.
• Please do not use offensive language in your submissions.
• Poems and artwork (cartoons and drawings) are welcomed.
• Letters to the editor should be short and to the point.
Send Submissions to:
San Quentin News
1 Main Street
San Quentin, CA 94964
For inmates that want to receive a copy of the San Quentin News
in the mail, send $1.61 worth of stamps for postage to
the above address. The process can be repeated every
month if you want to receive the latest newspaper.
Behind the Scenes

The San Quentin News is printed by
Marin Sun Printing, San Rafael.

carried the program promise
“Once music is purchased,
you’ll always own it!”
Access was under contract with the FDOC since
2014 to provide MP3 equipment and media files to inmates. According to the
Times-Union, more than
30,000 players and over 6.7
million media files were
sold to inmates at a value of
over $11 million.
Florida Department of
Corrections cancelled its
contract with Access, replacing it in April 2017
with a more profitable JPay
deal. As JPay commissions
increase and canteen sales
soar, the FDOC is expected
to take in “more cash than
ever,” over $35 million per
year, all at inmates’ expense, according to the
Times-Union.
Following the new arrangement, all past purchases have been rendered
irrelevant, and inmates
were required to forfeit to
FDOC all equipment and
media files they had legally
acquired. “An act of fraud,”
Demler said.

and in violation of constitutional rights.
“I suggest to the sheriff
that they find another way
before they are sued, because
they’re going to be sued,”
said Sharon Dolovich, director of the University of California, Los Angeles, Prison
Law & Policy Program.
County Sheriff Jim Arnott
said the trailer park jail isn’t
an ideal setup. He’d prefer
to have more space in a permanent facility and more officers to watch prisoners, but
he denies any allegations that
the conditions are inhumane.
“Inhumane is a ridiculous
word to use,” he told the
News-Leader. “I wouldn’t put
my staff in an inhumane area
to work. The jail is very clean
and well-maintained, and as
far as space issues go, it is
what it is,” Arnott said.

“I suggest to the
sheriff that they
find another
way before they
are sued...”
Surrounded by a chainlink fence topped with razor
wire, six 52-foot semi-trailers
are designed to detain 108
men. They eat, sleep and live
in these trailer park jails from
as little as one week up to
multiple months while awaiting trial.
Overcrowding in jails is
a national crisis, according
to the article. Many other
sheriffs and county officials

throughout the U.S, are expressing interest in Arnott’s
trailer solution,
The men aren’t being
housed in the main county
jail because it is already operating at over capacity with
828 living in a facility designed for 601 inmates, according to Cpl. James Craigmyle.
Each inmate in the trailer
park jail has less than 22
square feet of “drawn back
space.” The American Correctional Association that
sets the standard for safety
and security states the cells
and rooms used for holding
inmates should provide at
least 25 square feet of drawn
back space, or space that is
not blocked by any furnishing or fixtures.
“They do not meet the
ACA standards due to the
amount of inmates we need
to house with the space provided,” Arnott said. “We do
what we can.”
According to Arnott, jails
are not required to meet
ACA standards. He came
up with the idea to use shipping containers to warehouse
people, and All Detainment
Solutions, a Missouri-based
company, entered into a contract to build a structure for
Greene County.
“I would say the trailers are better than our other
units,” Sheriff Arnott told
the News-Leader.
“It’s a health hazard,” said
Patrick John Fields, a detainee who has been in the trailer
jail since December, 2017.
“You could see there was
standing urine and fecal mat-

ter.” he said. “We had to walk
through that in our shower
shoes.”

“It’s important
to keep in mind
that a lot of
these people
are innocent.”
While the pretrial detainees are allowed to move
around freely inside of the
trailers versus being confined to a cell, Fields said
a lot of people have flipped
out.
There were issues with the
plumbing and rain water entering the trailers through air
vents.
“They deserve sanitary
conditions,” Patrick’s mother
Rachel Fields told the NewsLeader.
After reviewing pictures of
the trailer park jail, UC’s Dolovich said her reaction was
“horror.”
“To anyone who suggest
that these conditions are acceptable for those people who
have found themselves in jail,
I would ask them to consider
if it’s their loved ones…would
they think it’s OK?” Dolovich
asked.
Alan Mills, director of
Chicago’s Uptown People’s
Law Center shares Dolovich’s
concerns.
“It’s important to keep in
mind that a lot of these people
are innocent.” Mill told the
News-Leader “They’re not
convicted of anything.”

Prison deaths rise 10% in England and Wales
By Harry C. Goodall Jr.
Journalism Guild Writer
New official statistics in
England and Wales show
that prison deaths have risen
by 10 percent, assaults by 20
percent, and self-harm by 23
percent, according to an article by RightsInfo.org.
Deborah Coles of Inquest,
an organization that focuses
on state-related deaths, describes this spike as a “national scandal.” “The government [has] long been on
notice about the perilous state
of our prisons, and yet historically high numbers of deaths
are allowed to continue,” she
said. “How many more deaths
will it take before the government and prison service face
up to their duties of care for
the health, safety and welfare
of prisoners?”

According to the Ministry
of Justice, there were 325
deaths in prison custody in
England and Wales from
2017 to 2018. This figure
jumped by 10 percent from
the previous year. Of those
deaths, 92 were self-inflicted.
There has also been a 29
percent increase of assaults
on staff by prisoners, with
907 of the assaults being classified as serious, according to
the article.
The trade union representing correctional workers,
secure psychiatric workers,
and the prison, Prison Officers’ Association (POA),
acknowledged the numbers
of assaults and deaths. However, Glyn Travis of POA, attributes the rise in numbers to
new psychoactive substances
(NPS) coupled with violence

and debt amongst the prison
population.
In response to the rising
assaults and sharp decline
of safety standards within
prisons, the POA instructed
its officers to stage a protest
by walking off the job. They
cited the assaults on prison
staff as the major reason. On
average, there are 85 assaults
against prison staff each
day. Moreover, since 2010,
there has been a 197 percent
increase of such attacks, according to the article.
Violence and self-harm in
the prisons is “unacceptably
high,” David Gauke, Minister
of Justice, told the Guardian.
“These figures underline why
we are spending an extra 70
million pounds to fight the
drugs plaguing prisons and
boost security, while also
training more than 4,000 new

prison officers in handling
the complex offender population.”
There are new measures
being put in place by prison
officials to reduce the number of deaths and violent incidents. But Mark Day of the
Prison Reform Trust thinks
that not all of these measures—particularly issuing
pepper spray to staff—will
result in success. “Plans to
roll out PAVA spray to all
prison staff on the closed
adult male estate risks making a volatile situation even
worse,” he said.
Prison Minister Rory
Stewart insists that the newly
introduced measures will improve security in jails. “I will
quit if I haven’t succeeded in
12 months in reducing the
level of drugs and violence in
those prisons,” he vowed.

US High Court excludes Imam at execution
By Amir Shabazz
Journalism Guild Writer
A Muslim prisoner awaiting
execution for rape and murder
in Alabama lost a court appeal
that claimed that his religious
rights were being violated
by not allowing his spiritual
prayer adviser (imam) to be
present during his execution,
according to the ABA Journal.
com
Domineque Ray was put to
death after the U.S. Supreme
Court vacated his stay of execution by Alabama’s lower
courts. Ray wanted the state to
allow a local imam at his execution, not the Christian chaplain, who worked for the state.
The state contended that
the imam did not work for

the state and was not familiar
with the stages that lead up
to the execution, the article
stated. The highest court in
the country agreed with the
state in a five to four decision.
“Domineque was a devout
Muslim and a human being. He was a son, a father,
a brother,” Spencer Hahn,
Ray’s attorney, told AL.com
after the execution. “He
wanted equal treatment in his
last moments.
“I am beyond appalled at
the willingness of [Alabama
Attorney General] Steve
Marshall and the state of Alabama to treat a human being
differently because he was
part of a religious minority. We are better than this,”
Hahn added in his statement.

Supreme Court Justice
Elena Kagan wrote the dissent for the minority on the
bench, which agreed with
the 11th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals that the Alabama
Department of Corrections
favors Christian prisoners,
according to the article.
“Nevertheless, in the face
of this limited record, it looks
substantially likely to us that
Alabama has run afoul of the
establishment clause of the
First Amendment,” the 11th
U.S. Circuit opinion stated.
“Under that policy, a Christian prisoner may have a minister of his own faith accompany him into the execution
chamber to say his last rites.”
In her dissent Kagan
wrote, “But if an inmate

practices a different religion—whether Islam, Judaism, or any other—he may
not die with a minister of
his faith by his side. That
treatment goes against the
establishment clause’s core
principle of denominational
neutrality.”
The majority of the Supreme Court justices agreed
with the U.S. District Court
for the Middle District of
Alabama that cited that Ray
waited until the “eleventh
hour,” though he had the last
12 years to “seek a religious
exemption,” according to the
article.
Ray died of lethal injection
in early February. He spoke
his last words in Arabic, the
language of his faith.
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Research: Snitches often help convict innocent people
By Salvador Solorio
Journalism Guild Writer

It’s been said, “Don’t go to
the pen, send a friend” or “If
you can’t do the time, drop
a dime.” But the informants
who heed that advice often
send innocent people to
prison, according to a report
by Dale Chappell in Criminal
Legal News.
The report cites research
on wrongful convictions that
indicates a significant portion were based on false testimony of “incentivized witnesses” or “snitches.”

Publicly available data
shows that informants have become law enforcement’s “tool
of choice,” especially in drug
enforcement. About 60 percent
of drug defendants cooperate
with law enforcement in exchange for reduced sentences,
according to the report.
As prosecutors build their
case against defendants, they
have no incentive to fact-check
informants’ testimony, said
Loyola Law School Professor Alexandra Natapoff in her
study, titled “How Snitches
Contribute to Wrongful Convictions.”

While informants offer juries seemingly credible details
about the crimes, defendants
have no recourse to prove them
wrong, according to the report.
The U.S. Supreme Court
placed a requirement on courts
to evaluate the reliability of
expert witnesses (Daubert v.
Merrel Dow Pharmaceuticals,
509 U.S. 579 (1993)) because
experts can be “both powerful
and quite misleading.”
But there is no requirement
of reliability for paid informants testifying unsubstantiated facts for the government,
said the report.

Experts urge more
post-conviction support
By Charles Longley
Journalism Guild Writer
America needs to significantly improve opportunities for inmates released
from prison, three university
professors and authors have
stated.
“Reform should go beyond
shrinking prisons to providing those whose lives have
been impacted by mass incarceration with real opportunities that lead into society after
release,” the authors wrote in
an opinion piece for the The
Hill on March 15. Education
is one of the most important
elements for successful reentry, they said.
The writers are David
J Harding, UC Berkeley;
Jeffery
D.
Morenoff,
University of Michigan; and

Jessica J. Wyse, Portland
State University. They are the
authors of On the Outside:
Prisoner
Reentry
and
Reintegration, University of
Organ Press, 2019.
They praised the federal
First Step Act for reforms
and encouraged passage of
the Next Step Act to reduce
mandatory minimums for
nonviolent drug offenses.
The Next Step Act “contains worthy provisions for
removing barriers to employment, including certain occupational licensing barriers for
those with criminal records.”
They noted it costs
$32,000 to $80,000 to keep a
prisoner incarcerated. Some
of that money should be reinvested in programs to keep
formerly incarcerated people
out of prison, they urged.

works to build better relationships between law enforcement and the community.

MAYOR
Continued from Page 1
Not everyone qualified
for his or her records to be
cleared. The participants had
to meet the requirements under the regulations of Kansas
law and a judge had the final
ruling.
With a second chance,
Wilson has shown what
returning citizens can do.
He has been free for close
to 12 years. When released
in 2007, he started a lawncare business to support his
one-time love and newly-wed
wife Jessica Wilson and their
children.

SAWYER
Continued from Page 1
Jackson, who has a background in journalism, coordinated a collaborative effort
between the State Democratic Party podcast and
San Quentin’s podcast, Ear
Hustle, to broadcast a discussion centered on childhood
trauma, as well as on ways
to keep younger people in
school and out of the criminal
justice system.
Jones-Sawyer interviewed
Antwan “Banks” Williams,
Rahsaan Thomas, Hieu T.
Nguyen and Robert Polzin.
Nguyen told Jones-Sawyer
what it was like to live in a
family seeped in violence and
having trouble identifying his
feelings. Next, he talked about
joining a gang at 16 years old.
Gang life, he said, led him
to making bad decision after
bad decision, until he landed
himself in prison.
“If I learned how to process feelings, I wouldn’t have
acted out in violence,” Nguyen said. “I wish I could have
had the classes that I’ve taken

The authors’ three year
study also found that these
formally
incarcerated
individuals suffered from
homelessness,
hunger,
chronic physical and mental
problems.
Time in prison can be
better spent so that an inmate
is prepared to enter society
and has learned the basic tools
to help him or her stay out of
prison. The Next Step Act
improves family reunification
by reducing the cost of prison
phone calls and would make
former prisoners eligible for
existing programs such as
Earned Income Tax Credit,
housing assistance programs
and Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance program.
The Next Step Act is
sponsored by Sen. Cory
Booker, D-NJ.

Jermaine Wilson in prison

“I just had to
continue to study,
to prepare myself
every single day,
knowing that
one day I was
going to be free”

In 2015, he started the Unity in the Community Movement, a nonprofit that mentors
youth, helps the homeless and

“God created us to work,”
Wilson told the Kansas City
Star. “Nothing comes easy or

Photo courtesy of Jermaine Wilson

in San Quentin when I was
young.”
While incarcerated, Nguyen has had the opportunity to
take several self-help groups
that emphasize introspection. He enjoys writing to atrisk youth for the publication
called, The Beat Within.

“I am one of
120 people who
make laws for 40
million people,
so I have to do a
lot of listening”
“Society needs this kind of
program,” Nguyen said. “I believe if I would have had a class
like The Beat Within, I would
not be here. It should be mandatory.”
Polzin said that his father
was an alcoholic, who left him
when he was eight years old.
An absent father made him an
angry kid, he said. He lived a
middle-class life full of domestic violence.

Polzin said programs like
Non-Violent
Communications and Guiding Rage
Into Power taught him how
to express himself, adding
that they should be taught
in school, so that youngsters
learn how to express hurt,
pain and anger.
“It’s sad that it took me so
long to be able to express myself,” Polzin said. “There are
so many things that transpire
before a violent act happens.”
Philippe Kelly closed the
podcast with a spoken-word
piece that emphasized the
need to address and heal
childhood trauma.
Legislator Jones-Sawyers
oversees a budget of $37.3
million to establish the
Youth Reinvestment Fund.
The fund aims to improve
the outcomes of youngsters
by using trauma-informed
community and health-based
interventions in lieu of arrest, detention and incarceration. More than $1 million
of the Youth Reinvestment
Fund goes to Native American Tribes for youth diversion programs.
“I am one of 120 people
who make laws for 40 million

In 2018, Kerry Porter, who
spent 11 years in a prison, was
paid $7.5 million by the City of
Louisville, Ky., based in part on
the false testimony of two jailhouse informants.
Also in 2018, Lacquanda
“Faye” Jacobs was released
from an Arkansas prison after
26 years based on the testimony
of an incentivized witness, who
later recanted his story when he
was arrested on charges of his
own. The witness’ testimony
was the sole evidence used to
convict Jacobs, said the report.
In 2016, the National
Registry of Exonerations

found that 81 of 116 death
penalty exonerations involved
perjury or false testimony by
incentivized witnesses, an
increase up to 70 percent.
The Innocence Project found
that 25 percent of DNA exonerations involved the knowing
use of false incentivized witness testimony, and 11 percent
involved the use of coerced witness testimony, said the report.
Also in 2016, the U.S. Department of Justice launched
a civil rights investigation into
both the Orange County District Attorney’s Office in California and the Orange County

Sheriff’s Department for an
illegal jailhouse informant program.
Research by the Bluhm Legal Clinic at Northwest University School of Law said studies
show incentivized witnesses
lack confidence in themselves,
crave attention, and have a need
to feel important.
Studies conducted on informants on why they decide to
cooperate with the government
have come to the same conclusion: offered an incentive to do
so, most people, even honest
people, will lie in exchange for
some benefit.

Day of Empathy highlights the
good deeds of prisoners
By Anthony Manuel
Caravalho
Journalism Guild Writer
Criminal justice reformers
celebrated the Day of Empathy on March 6, helping
focus attention on prisoners
and former prisoners who
make positive contributions
to their communities.
“We are here today because we understand that
even though crime hurts,
justice should heal,” said
Southern Poverty Law Center Advocate Alesha Jenkins
at a Jackson, Miss., rally.
“Forgive us. Forgive them.
Forgive him. Forgive her.
Forgive me,” urged former
prisoner
Pauline Rogers,
WLBT reported. She advocated for a more compas-

sionate approach to handling
decisions about offenders’
futures.
A similar celebration was
held in Little Rock, Ark.,
reported KATV. “We need
to address the substance
abuse disorders, we need to
address the mental health
issues; we need to address
education, and we can’t do
any of that when we’re wasting this much money locking
people up,” said Jessica Jackson, co-founder of #cut50.
Discussions included the
need for intervention courts
to consider sentences involving mental health and reentry programs.
The events included former prisoners and celebrities like David Arquette and
Christina McLarty.

KATV’s Marine Glisovic
reported the successes of
#cut50 include assisting in
the authoring and passing
of federal laws, such as
The First Act. It also
expanded programs aimed
at reducing recidivism and
strengthening early-release
programs.
“We’re here just opening
up hearts and minds and
telling people we’re here
to have compassion and
empathy, and rehabilitate a
system that really is broken,”
commented McLarty.
The organization #cut50
attempts to improve the
chances of keeping families
together through increased
assistance and awareness
at federal, state and local
levels.

fast. You have to find yourself. You have to be willing
to work.”
And work is what Wilson
has done—along with his
community work, he went
back into the prisons and juvenile faculties to tell his story to prisoners and encourage
them to make a change.
Wilson had also served
time in a juvenile facility,
where he turned a two-year
sentence to a four-year stay
for an attempted escape
charge, according to the Star
article. At 15, Wilson started
fighting, running the streets
and getting into drugs. He
eventually was kicked out
of school and ran away from
home.

“Once you start getting money, of course you start getting
power, then you get influence,
and now everybody’s leaning on
you,” said Wilson in the article.
After being released at the
age of 19, he was back in the
streets using and selling drugs.
This led to his prison term and
a chance to get clean and sober.
He started to focus on things
that mattered to him most -- like
his eight-month-old son with
Jessica.
He prayed to change his
heart, and he promised to become a more productive person.
Then he began to take the right
steps on his path to success.
“I just had to continue to
study, to prepare myself every
single day, knowing that one

day I was going to be free,”
said Wilson, in the interview
with the Star. “And when that
time came for me to be free, I
was able to apply everything
that I had learned while I was in
prison.”
That preparation culminated
with a round of applause and
cheers from a packed meeting room as he became the city
mayor. He never thought of city
leadership until family, friends
and the community urged him
to get into politics.
Now he is using his voice
on behalf of the voiceless in all
walks of his constituents’ lives.
“To be able to fulfill a request
of a citizen, you know, that moment is priceless,” Wilson told
the Star.

Photo courtesy of Shelli Jackson

Assemblyman Reginald Bryon-Jones meets with Hieu Nguyen and Philippe Kelly

people, so I have to do a lot
of listening,” Jones-Sawyer
said.
Members of the Jones-Sawyer family were early pioneers
in the civil rights movement.
His uncle, Jefferson Thomas,

was one of the “Little Rock
Nine” high school students
who, in 1957, faced staunch
opposition to the US Supreme
Court order (Brown v. Board of
Education) that directed an allWhite high school to integrate.

“What he fights for in
criminal justice reform,
the work that he’s doing, I
get into it — it helps better
people’s lives. That’s why
I work for him,” Jackson
said.
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Sacramento County jails targeted by the Prison Law Office
Suit alleges systemwide deficiencies lead to mistreatment of prisoners

By Harry C. Goodall Jr
Journalism Guild Writer
The Prison Law Office and
Disability Rights California
attorneys filed a federal lawsuit last year alleging mistreatment of inmates and poor
jail conditions in the Sacramento County jails, according
to The Sacramento Bee.
In this lawsuit it is alleged
that the county jail is understaffed and fails to provide
adequate mental health care
for the large percentage of

its 3,700 inmates who have a
mental illness. Some inmates
in a psychiatric crisis are
held nearly naked in temporary classrooms. Other such
inmates complain they were
also placed in cold, filthy
concrete cells. There are no
real programs in place to
accommodate people with
such disabilities, nor any real
screening processes in place,
according to the article.
“These serious problems
are longstanding, and are the
result of the dangerous over-

representation of people with
mental health needs who are
incarcerated at the jail and
the County’s failure to provide the resources to deliver
clinically necessary treatment to them,” wrote Tifanei
Ressl-Moyer, a Disability
Rights California attorney.
She added, “An adequate
remedy will be neither simple
nor cheap, but it is urgently
needed.”
The county has 20 beds
reserved for inmates with
mental health care needs.

California prisoners at Donovan
practice the art of yoga
By James R. Metters Jr.
Journalism Guild Writer
A group of 25 men convicted of crimes in the State of
California gathered together
inside a room in Donovan, a
maximum security correctional facility.
The policy at most state
prisons disbands group of
five or more inmates, as administrators are fearful of
negative plots or schemes
against the institution, but at
Donovan, these inmates gather as a collective to practice
the art of yoga, reports Jennifer McEntee in the San Diego
Magazine.
“It’s not just non-violent;
you have to practice compassion; this can bring you
back to balance,” said Mark
Phelps, an inmate participant
in the yoga program.
William Jackson, another
inmate in the program, appreciates the opportunity for
its therapeutic benefits. “I had
never done yoga before in my
whole life.”
The weekly one-hour yoga
class is conducted in a gym-

nasium adjacent to the chainlinked, barb-wired prison
and is monitored by surveillance cameras.

“It’s not just
non-violent; you
have to practice
compassion; this
can bring you
back to balance”
Although strong emphasis is placed on security, Bill
Brown, the instructor of the
program, told McEntee that
he is never uncomfortable. “It
feels very chill – more chill
than walking around Ocean
Beach sometimes.”
Brown, who began teaching the program in 2012, acknowledges the trauma many
inmates experience which
may lead them to anti-social
behavior. He believes yoga
is a way to teach people to
be more mindful and more

self-aware. Donovan Correctional Officers concur that it
appears to reduce altercations
in the yard and helps to prepare inmates for life on the
outside.
The inmates in Brown’s
yoga class are welcomed
and respected as normal citizens, although their crimes
range from drug possession
to robbery to murder. However, while the participants
are just asked to concentrate
and breathe, this allows them
to acquire the full benefits
of yoga, including victim
awareness, building healthy
relationships, peace of mind
and health.
Along with the yoga incentive, Donovan inmates can
participate in life-skills and
job training programs, victim
offender groups, American
sign language, and Service
Dog Training, noted the San
Diego Magazine.
When many correctional
institutions add additional
programs to help inmates rehabilitate, the art of yoga may
become more prominent behind the walls.

The deposition suggests that
100 additional beds may be
needed.

“It is an extreme
practice
of solitary
confinement by
any measure”
The county jail hired three
correctional experts in 2016
to help remedy the problem.
These experts saw that people were often confined to
cells for 23 ½ to 24 hours a

day with little opportunity for
social contact or interaction.
“It is an extreme practice
of solitary confinement by
any measure,” said Margot
Mendelson, an attorney with
the Prison Law Office.
“I felt like I was being
punished for trying to kill
myself,” an inmate said in a
written statement. “…If I feel
suicidal again, I am not sure
that I would tell anyone at the
jail. I do not want to go back
to the hole.” Once he reported
he was suicidal, he wrote,
“Deputies placed me naked
in a small safety cell that
smelled like urine, was filthy,
and was freezing. There was
no toilet, just a grate in the
floor.”

Former Wisconsin prisoner
crochets hats for cancer patients
Former Wisconsin prisoner Kurt Stapleton started
crocheting hats in prison and
now makes them for cancer
patients, according to an article from ABC 13.
Many chemotherapy patients lose their hair as a
result of their treatment.
Wendy Oren is one such
woman. After beginning her
treatment for ovarian cancer,
Oren opted for a crocheted
chemo cap as opposed to a
wig.
Stapleton made the cap for
Oren, which she describes as
“comfy” and “cozy.” He began crocheting while he was
incarcerated for three and a
half years for two counts of
armed robbery.
“I was addicted to painkillers. I lost my job, and
I just hit rock bottom and
decided to steal pills from
a pharmacy,” Stapleton told
ABC 13.

Crocheting helped alleviate
Stapleton’s anxiety until his
release. He said the art form
gave him a purpose. Crocheting also helped him cope with
his own father’s cancer diagnosis and eventual death.
“This is kind of my way
of helping him, but helping
others, because I wasn’t able
to do anything for him,” said
Stapleton.
Although Oren and Stapleton have never met, his craft
connects them.
Aside from being a more
comfortable alternative to a
wig, the caps also give Oren a
bit of added strength. “That is
one of the greatest gifts [Stapleton] gave me too, because
I have to have so many shots
a day in my stomach,” she
explained. “I’m not a fan of
those, so I grab onto that ribbon when my husband gives
me those shots, and I squeeze
it as hard as I can.”
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The No Limits Dance Crew with San Quentin staff performing a dance in front of an audience

DANCE
Continued from Page 1
She brings to the program
20 years of dance and choreography experience, as well
as a degree in dance.
“I think it’s really helpful for me to focus my mind
on something creative and
peaceful,” Bridges said.
The men in blue learned
many coping skills from
being involved with the No
Limits Dance Crew.

“It was a mindfulness exercise,” said Britton Schutte,
“concentrating and being in
the moment, almost like a
meditation.”
“I’ve been wanting to
exercise for a long time;
exercise is good for fighting depression,” said dancer
Matthew Paradise.
Dancing also helped the
inmates gain confidence
while staying clean and sober.
They mastered the choreography with just one month
of practice.

“I used a lot of my coping
skills,” Salvador Hernandez
said.
The
crew
members
brought varying levels of
dance experience to the
team, but they all brought
open minds and great attitudes.
Geovanne Jimenez started
dancing just four weeks ago.
He appreciates the camaraderie that the crew members
have built.
“Before, we used to just
see each other and didn’t
really talk. Now we get

“This harm is too serious
and too urgent to wait for the
normal course of business,”
said Mendelson on the conditions reported at the county
jail.
County officials do not dispute these inadequacies. Their
own expert witnesses have said
the conditions have not yet improved. Attorneys for Disability Rights California are asking
for a remedial plan to be put in
place, according to the article.
“Unfortunately, the implementation of these changes necessitates substantial resources, and it is solely the Board of
Supervisors’ decision whether
to supply the resources or litigate the issues,” Sheriff Scott
Jones told the Sacramento Bee.

along and know each other,”
Jimenez said.
Jonathan Terry brings
previous dance experience
to the crew.
He was involved in a
dance program while incarcerated at Salinas Valley
State Prison.
“You gotta stay smooth,”
was Terry’s tip.
“If your day’s going bad,
you could go dancing, and it
brightens up your day,” said
crew member Steven Minor.
“I think they should have
dancing on the whole yard!”
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Steven Minor
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Britton Scutte

“Kurt is definitely doing something that is very,
very, very powerful,” she
added.
It
takes
Stapleton
about an hour and a half
to crochet a cap. He has
further
developed
his
creativity
by
making
blankets,
pillows
and
stuffed animals, according
to the report. He aspires
to set a positive example
for his three-year-old son
by “[showing] the world
how he took something
bad and stitched it into
something beautiful,” ABC
13 reported.
“I wish I could go back
and tell the people I’ve hurt
that I’m sorry for what I’ve
done,” said Stapleton, while
discussing his rehabilitation. “But, I also wish they
could see me and what I’m
doing with my life.”
—Harry C. Goodall Jr.
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Two well respected mentors receive a grand fair well

By Juan Haines
Senior Editor

Nearly 400 men, dressed in
sky blue pullover shirts and
dark blue pants with “Prisoner” lettered down the right
leg, stood, clapped hands and
praised God in San Quentin’s Protestant Chapel. The
Wednesday night event began
the goodbyes for longtime
peer-to-peer mentors Vaughn
Miles and Ferrari Moody, as
they readied themselves for
the free world.
Miles and Moody are mentors for Guiding Rage Into
Power, a self-help program
aimed at reducing violence;
Brother’s Keepers, a suicide prevention program;
and Graced Out Ministries,
geared toward bringing The
Word to younger men.
“I’ve known Vaughn since
junior high,” said Richmond
native, Jamai Johnson, at the
Jan. 30 event. He added, “It’s
really powerful to see how
God is moving in both their
lives. In an environment like
this and in the world, it’s hard
to find genuine people like
them. I’m glad they’re going
home.”
The service began as it has
thousands of times: “Is there
anyone in the church for the

first time?” Several hands
shot up as ushers flocked to
greet the newcomers.
Next, with heads bowed,
Raul Samanigo praised the
Lord in Spanish.
Miles was placed in a cushioned chair, center stage, to
receive a blessing from Chaplain Mardi Ralph Jackson,
who called Miles “a sleeping
giant in the kingdom of God.”
Jackson went on to recognize Miles’ “authentic commitment to God. You are a
giant in the kingdom of God.”
She added, “I am going to
miss you.”
Miles told the men that he
felt blessed to go back to society.
“Whatever God puts in
front of me, I have to recognize that I’m in here for
murder. So, I have to respect
the victim. I had to figure out
what went wrong with me,”
said Miles. In recognizing
what went wrong, he added,
“I wasn’t going to church. I
wasn’t seeking the Lord.”
Miles was given a release
date at his first appearance
before the parole board. He
encouraged the men to have
faith in God and be honest to
the parole commissioners.
“I am not an anomaly. If
He can do it for me, He can

do it for you,” Miles said, referring to having faith that a
release date is possible.
Next, Moody took the podium.

“I am not an
anomaly. If He
can do it for
me, He can do
it for you”
“This is not a farewell
message,” Moody said.
“How can a man be heartbroken about leaving prison?” he asked.
Moody led the men in
prayer and praised God for
giving him wisdom and encouragement. He asked that
God use “this broken vessel”
for his will.
Moody gave a testimony
about growing up in Los
Angeles with a drug-using
mother. He shuffled back
and forth between his mother and grandmother who
introduced him to religion
when he was about 12 years
old. However, he said, “All
I wanted was my mother,”
who would leave them for

Derek Holloway, Ferrari Moody and Vaughn Miles

boyfriends. He felt like these
men were taking his mother
away from him. By 14 years
old, Moody said that he was
on the streets.
Moody was candid about
why he was in prison—he
had killed his mother’s boyfriend. He said immediately
after his arrest, he realized
the importance of having
faith in God.

After serving 16 years of
a 40 year to life sentence,
Moody’s sentence was commuted by former Gov. Jerry
Brown.
Moody’s sermon focused
on the power of redemption
in the midst of a person’s
deepest troubles.
“God will show up even
when your affliction is a direct result in your disobedi-
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ence against him,” Moody
said. “That is the God that we
serve, the God of redemption.
Redemption is shown
through the conduct and
choices that a person uses
in his daily life, Moody
said. “Listen to when God is
speaking to you. Be fully intent to be obedient and recognize God’s will. Don’t turn a
blind eye to God’s will.”

Alice Marie Johnson advocates for others deserving clemency
By Harry C. Goodall Jr.
Journalism Guild Writer
After living behind bars
for two decades, Alice Marie
Johnson expected to continue
to serve out her life sentence for
a nonviolent offense in an Alabama federal prison. But, ac-

cording to an article she wrote
for USA Today, she was granted
clemency by President Trump
and is now a free woman.
“I’ll tell my story, but I’ll
also talk about the mercy that’s
needed for others throughout
the criminal justice system,” she
wrote.

In 1970, Alice, age 15, married a boy of 17. They had five
children during the course of
their marriage. Twenty years
later, she was single and had lost
a manager position she held at
FedEx.
When she ran out of money, she sought employment

Santa Clara jails to improve
conditions after lawsuit
By Alfred King
Journalism Guild Writer
Santa Clara County has
agreed to improve jail conditions for disabled prisoners.
The action came in response
to a lawsuit filed by Disability Rights Advocates, Prison
Legal News reports.
“It’s important that persons with disabilities have
the accommodations that
they need to function safely
in a jail setting,” said DRA
staff attorney Michelle Iorio
in a press release. “We are
glad that Santa Clara County
will make the changes necessary to ensure that programs
and facilities at the Jails are

more accessible for inmates
with mobility disabilities.”
The lack of accessible
cells, showers and living
units had led to many individuals with mobility disabilities being segregated in
restrictive medical units or
higher security, more restrictive settings, the March article noted.
The placement amounted
to them being denied access
to educational, religious and
rehabilitative programs, the
lawsuit said. Often even the
use of toilets and showers
could not be accessed safely.
In signing the consent decree, which will remain in
effect until 2023, the county

committed to making substantial reforms, budgeting
over $100 million to ensure
compliance with the American Disabilities Act.
Sheriff Laurie Smith was
in favor of the settlement and
agrees with the plaintiffs that
changes are needed, the story
said.
The settlement provides
for construction of a number of ADA accessible cells,
housing units, restrooms and
showers. Other improvements include modifications
to the booking process and
area, as well as review and
revision as needed of all policies and procedures to ensure
compliance with the ADA.

Charles Manson’s follower
recommended for release
By Charles Stanley Longley
Journalism Guild Writer
The California parole
board recently recommended
the release of one of Charles
Manson’s followers, Bobby
Beausoleil, who has served
almost 50 years and been denied for parole 18 prior times.
In 1969, Beausoleil was
convicted of killing musician
Gary Hinman. According to
testimony, Hinman was tortured for three days. Beausoleil’s original death sentence
was reduced to life in prison
by an appeals court in 1973,
The Associated Press reports.
Beausoleil is now 71 years
old and serving his time at
California Medical Center.
The California parole board
found him suitable for pa-

role, but Governor Newsom
will have the final word. Inmates serving a life sentence
have to go in front of a parole
board that either grants or denies a parole date. Then it is
up to the governor to rule on
the parole decision, according to a CNN report.
Gary Hinman’s cousin,
Kay Hinman Martley, told
the AP, “I constantly have
hope that they will do the
right thing and keep these
people in prison, and now
my hopes have to go with the
governor.”
She added that she plans to
reach out to Newsom to tell
him, “This man does not belong outside the walls of prison.” She also told CNN, “I’m
very angry and disappointed
with the justice system…I

don’t understand why you
would let someone out who
has committed such a gruesome crime. Do you want
him walking down the street
next to you? This is a matter
of public safety.”
According to Beausoleil’s
attorney, Jason Campbell, his
client is no longer dangerous,
and his release is overdue.
Campbell told CNN, “He has
spent the last 50 years gradually growing and improving
himself. …He’s a very conscientious, thoughtful and
introspective person.”
Campbell added, “I am
his lawyer, but beyond that, I
have a family of my own, and
I would have no problems inviting him over. He’s a very
kind man, and I consider him
a good man too.”

and found it with what she
thought was a phone service
that relayed messages. What
she didn’t know was that
she was facilitating contacts
with drug dealers. This service led to her arrest in 1996.
The drug affiliates that she
coordinated for testified in
court against Johnson, some
to avoid prosecution themselves, according the column.
In 1996, she was sentenced
to life in prison on drug conspiracy charges.
Johnson was then transferred from her home state of
Tennessee to a Federal Prison
in California.
She remained at this facility where she was isolated
from family. Then, she was
transferred to a facility in
Texas, where she was finally
able to see her children again
when the youngest was 17
years old.
According to the Prison
Policy Initiative, the United
States has one of the highest
per capita incarceration rates.

PPI reports one in five are arrested for drug offenses.
“My federal sentence without
the possibility of parole made
me one of those statistics, and I
will be the first to say that I am
not proud of what I did,” said
Johnson.
While in prison, Johnson
found her faith and built a relationship with God. She became
an ordained minister and wrote
faith-based plays.
Johnson initially shared her
story through a video aired on
Mic.com, a news site. This action changed her life.
A reality star named Kim
Kardashian West saw her story
and tweeted about it. Johnson
had no idea who the reality star
was, as she had been in prison
since the 1990’s.
The prison staff also aided
Johnson by writing letters on
her behalf describing her positive programming while incarcerated, according to the USA
Today article.
Johnson knows there are
many women who are capable

of becoming productive, law
abiding citizens if given a chance.
“National campaigns are
helping Americans realize
there is a face and story behind
every statistic,” she wrote,
noting that some businesses are
“banning the box,” a question
that asks whether you have
been incarcerated. Also, some
organizations are removing
questions
about
criminal
records from job applications.
Johnson hopes others held
behind prison walls will also
get a second chance. She acknowledges her gratitude to
President Trump for granting
her clemency after 21 years in
prison. She also acknowledges
Kardashian West, Mark Holden
of Koch Industries, Brittany
Barnette, co-founder of Buried Alive, and she thanks Jared
Kushner.
Johnson ends her piece with
this, “My life was saved by
many fighting for justice reform. I want to save the lives of
other prisoners who are nonviolent but still incarcerated.”

Some law enforcement and victim
advocates oppose Proposition 57
By Leonard F. Brown
Journalism Guild Writer
Some police and victim advocates claim a recent court
ruling could lead to the early
release of many violent and
sex offenders, reports the
Times Herald.
The case involves Gregory
Gadlin, serving 35 years to
life for assault with a deadly
weapon. He was also convicted previously of forcible
rape in 1984 and forcible child
molestation in 1986.
The 2nd District Court of
Appeals ruled in January that
Gadlin should be considered
for early release under terms
of Proposition 57, the voterapproved initiative aimed at
reducing prison overcrowding, the Feb. 1 story noted.
“The ruling means more
sex offenders and violent

criminals will be applying
for early release back into our
neighborhoods,” Paul Kelly,
president of the San Jose Police Officers Association, told
the Times Herald.
In November 2017, Gadlin
petitioned the Superior Court,
challenging CDCR’s application of Proposition 57, which
excluded him from early parole consideration. The court
denied the petition, but the
appellate court reversed the
denial.
The California Department
of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) maintained Gadlin was a third-strike offender
and a registered sex offender
and both factors make him ineligible for early release under
Proposition 57.
Proposition 57, which
passed in 2016, allowed prison officials to decide which

non-violent felonies could be
reduced to misdemeanors (under Proposition 47).
The court concluded that
CDCR’s interpretation and
application of Proposition 57
does not override the “plain
text of the initiative,” which
reads “Any person convicted
of a nonviolent felony offense
and sentenced to state prison
shall be eligible for parole
consideration after completing the full term for his or her
primary offense.”
“The regulations promulgated by the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) are
unconstitutional as applied to
bar early parole consideration
based on two prior sex offenses committed in the 1980s for
which petitioner Gadlin has
already been imprisoned and
released.”

Correction to last issue:
The photo caption for the CZI holds criminal justice workshop at SQ story on page 10 is misspelled.
The correct spelling is Michael Mackey
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Miracles do happen: The power of truth and honesty
and cornered by Morgan after running into a backyard,
Samuels attacked the officer.
Morgan went to draw his gun,
By Joe Garcia
and Samuels shot him with
Staff Writer
the derringer he always carried.
After seeing and hearing
Samuels argued throughhis victim at trial, Jason Sam- out his trial that the gun had
uels knew in his heart that he discharged accidentally as a
needed to come clean and be result of the physical struggle
honest—both with himself with Morgan. He testified that
and everyone else.
he never intended to shoot
“My crime was so sense- Morgan.
less,” Samuels recently told
“I was trying to lie my way
SQ News. “I felt so sorry for out of trouble,” Samuels said.
what I did.”
Morgan, severely injured
What he did was shoot and barely able to speak, took
peace officer Tom Morgan in the witness stand to confront
the neck in 1997.
Samuels and tell the jury his
“Once I was convicted, version of events. Samuels
it didn’t matter anymore. I was found guilty for the atmean, why lie about it?” Sam- tempted murder of a police
uels said. “What good would officer.
all those lies do me now?
Christy Morgan, Tom’s
“I realized I needed to be wife, spoke at Samuel’s senreal, be honest. It’s the only tencing. She wanted to exway to become a productive press her pain and outrage at
member of society.”
the devastating effects Tom’s
As a misguided 15-year- injuries had on their lives.
old running in the streets of
“That’s when I started
Bakersfield, Ca, Samuels had praying for the man—for both
made himself a tragic prom- of them,” Samuels said. “I
ise: if the police ever tried to knew what I did was wrong.”
arrest him, he vowed to never
As the years behind bars
go down without a fight. He’d went by, Samuels said his
shoot to kill, if necessary.
thoughts never strayed too far
“My mindset back then, I from the impact of his crime
was suicidal and homicidal— and the harm he brought to
I didn’t care,” Samuels said. the Morgans and his com“I felt like I had no purpose munity. He educated himself,
in life.
earned a GED, renewed his
“If I died a legend, a hero faith in God and eventually
from the hood—I was cool came to San Quentin to take
with that.”
part in all its positive rehabiliTwo years later, he fulfilled tative programs.
his personal oath. Chased
Samuels credits SQ’s Restorative Justice program with helping him
see the big picture. He
became involved in
SQUIRES (San Quentin Utilization of Inmate
Resources and Experiences), completed KidCAT’s First Step curriculum and became a
KidCAT member.
He went to his first
parole board hearing in
January 2016, almost 20
years after committing
his crime.
Photo by Eric Abercrombie
“I knew if I went in
there (the parole board)
Jason Samuels

Kid CAT Speaks!

Hello KidCAT Speaks,

with a bullsh-- story, I’m
never going to get out of prison,” Samuels said. “The right
thing to do—the only thing to
do—was just come from my
heart.”
Morgan was there at that
first board hearing, too. He
wanted to tell them that Samuels should never be granted
parole.
“That’s when the real
miracle happened,” Samuels
recalled.
Samuels explained to the
parole board the true intent
of his actions. He told them
exactly how he’d lied at trial,
hoping to get out of trouble.
More importantly, he wanted
to show them the quality of
the man he’d now become.
The parole board decided
Samuels was not suitable for
parole.
Tom Morgan noticed
Samuels’ change more than
anyone else. Between that
first hearing and Samuels’
next board hearing in 2017,
Morgan gave a lot of thought
about the boy who shot
him—versus the honest man
who now wanted the parole
board to know the truth.
Morgan did not come to
Samuels’ 2017 hearing in person, but instead participated
via phone and told the board
he no longer opposed Samuels’ release.
“Tom spoke highly of me.
It meant a lot to him that I’d
accepted accountability and
that I understood the damage I caused his family,”
Samuels said. “Tom realized
I’m not the same person that
shot him—he understood my
story about growing up.”
The board still denied
Samuels’ again.
But listening to him speak
to the board, Morgan decided
they might both benefit from
opening a line of communication. The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation directed Morgan
to contact Victim Offender
Dialogue (VOD), the organization that helps victims and
offenders reconcile together
to enable healing and restorative justice.

Dear Kid CAT

My name is Deontre Brown. I’m 21 years old and currently serving a 25-year bid at SATF/
Corcoran Prison.
For some reason while at the law library I picked up a SQN October 2018 issue, and I read
about “Antoine Brown Is a Free Man After 22 Years.”
I noticed we both had the same last name—that’s what caught my eye (but no relation). Anyway, after I read it, it inspired me. It brought more faith to my situation. To know that you could go
through a bad situation and turn it to a good situation.
I finished reading it and saw at the bottom the KidCAT curriculum is available. I would like to
start a KidCAT youth offender group at this institution—due to the fact on this yard there are a lot
of dudes that have been in prison since they were youths and would like to make a change.
But this yard doesn’t have very many programs to benefit from.
I also understand you need a sponsor or community partnership. At the moment, I don’t have
that, but I can gather up a bunch of signatures from inmates who would like to volunteer in this
program on the yard.
Please respond back because it means a lot to help people that want to be helped but don’t
know which way to go to start. Thank you and God bless.
Deontre Brown 2/18/19
Deontre,
KidCAT Speaks hears you loud and clear. KidCAT began because of guys like you hanging
together on a yard with no youth offender programs. With or without a curriculum, you younger
men have to support one another—break across racial lines and get the whole self-help conversation started.
Right now, you must reach out and contact the community partnership manager at your facility.
CDCR requires that as the proper line of communication. Whoever your CPM is, they must then
contact San Quentin’s CPM to get the curriculum ball rolling. That’s how it has to be done.
Most importantly, do not give up on yourself, Deontre. The main mission of KidCAT is to motivate and encourage you to remain optimistic. Don’t ever view yourself as forgotten, even if it
seems that way when you’re sitting in your cell. And this is an attitude that you can help spread to
other inmates around you. Being the service to others to helps you most of all.

Photo courtesy of Jason Samuels

Tom Morgan, Jason Samuels and Christy Morgan in the SQ visiting room after the last VOD

Through VOD, Samuels
and Morgan began exchanging
letters, getting to know one
another.
“Tom said he’d already forgiven me for what I did, and
now he was willing to come
up here and give me as much
insight as he could,” Samuels
said.
The date was set for March
11, 2018; Morgan would meet
with Samuels face-to-face, in
prison.
Christy Morgan didn’t want
anything to do with Samuels,
nor did she want to be involved with VOD.
“For the last 21 years, I
have viewed Jason as a monster,” Christy Morgan said in
2018. “He had tried to kill my
husband, and I was afraid of
him.”
But as Tom and Jason began
to build a friendship through
their letters, Christy rethought
her opinion of Samuels. She
wrote to him herself through
VOD, and he wrote back.
Christy decided to be there
on March 11 to support her
husband and see Samuels with
her own eyes.
Van Jones of CNN also
wanted to be there. Samuels
and Morgan’s story would become part of a filmed series
about restorative justice and
the healing power behind the
VOD process.

“Walking into the San
Quentin visiting room to meet
Tom, I was nervous and in
disbelief,” Samuels said. “The
man I tried to kill 21 years
ago was standing there right
across from me.”
The two men—victim and
offender—reached out to embrace each other for the first
time.
“All the guilt and shame
inside me, I immediately began to sob,” Samuels said. “I
couldn’t believe how blessed I
was to have Tom here to comfort me.
“To feel all that love from
someone you’ve done harm
to—I know that’s God at work
right there. It has to be.”
Morgan and Samuels sat
down to speak together as
friends. Samuels opened up
about his life in prison and all
the rehabilitative hurdles he’d
overcome.
At the end of that first
VOD session, Samuels was
surprised to hear that Christy
Morgan had something to say
to him.
“I didn’t know what to expect,” he said. “Maybe she
wanted to slap me—but instead she gave me a big hug.”
Christy wrote about the
experience: “I was able to witness a VOD with my husband
and Jason,” she said. “Jason
was humble and apologetic.

He hugged Tom and cried.
This was when I knew he was
not a monster, but a changed
man.
Samuels and the Morgans
would have two more VODs
together. The second VOD in
July 2018 focused on the impact of the crime on Christy.
“Thank you for really listening to my story,” she wrote to
Samuels afterward. “I am excited about the changes occurring in my life. I am so much
happier—and for no particular
reason. I am more joyful, optimistic and carefree. Tom and
I have both noticed the difference in me. I have you to thank
for a lot of my change.”
Having moved past discussing the crime’s impact,
Samuels and the Morgans sat
together at their third and final
VOD in February 2019. It was
an opportunity to just hang out
as friends.
Tom and Christy promised
to be at his next parole board
hearing in person—to advocate for his release, and they
kept that promise.
The board granted Samuels
parole suitability on March 12,
2019.
According to Christy Morgan, “The 17-year old boy who
went into prison with nothing
is coming out of prison ready
to be a responsible and productive citizen.”

Any inmates interested in receiving the KidCAT curriculum must
ask the Community Partnership Manager (CPM) at their facility to
contact the CPM at San Quentin. As of February, 2019, KidCAT’s
curriculum can only be distributed to inmates through their CPM.

Kid CAT and The Beat Within hold monthly writing workshops. The Beat
Within conducts writing workshops in juvenile detention centers throughout the country. Kid CAT Speaks will publish one topic each month. Your
writing should reflect a positive message that helps the youth make a better decision in life. Your stories will be read by the youth in detention centers. If published, you will receive a free copy of the publication. Your story
can make a difference. Tell The Beat Within you read about them in Kid
CAT Speaks!

“There are many things that I would like to say to you but I don’t know
how.” – Donald Glover (born 1983) is an American actor, comedian,
singer, writer , producer, director, rapper, songwriter and DJ. He performs music under the stage name Childish Gambino. Can you relate to
this quote? Please share an example of such a time when you were in
such a relationship. Did you eventually say it? Or, what held you back?
The Beat Within
P.O. Box 34310
San Francisco, CA 94134

Kid CAT (Creating Awareness Together) is a group of men who committed their crimes in their teens and were sentenced as adults to life terms. The group’s
mission is to inspire humanity through education, mentorship and restorative practices. Kid CAT Speaks wants to hear from all offenders, educators, and
policymakers concerning juvenile justice issues and rehabilitation. Contact us at San Quentin News, Attn: Kid CAT Speaks, 1 Main St., San Quentin, CA 94964.
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J.P. Morgan Chase eliminates financing of private prisons
Private prisons leveraged their future by borrowing from banks against future arrests.

By Anthony Manuel
Caravalho
Journalism Guild Writer
The
immigration-rights
movement completed a major
goal on March 5, when J.P.
Morgan Chase became the
first major bank to eliminate
the financing of private prisons from their portfolios.

Ana Maria Archila, co-Executive Director of the Center
for Popular Democracy and
Javier H. Valdez, Co-Executive Director of Make the
Road New York, wrote of this
historic event while reporting
for The Nation.
The article in The Nation
says that 70 percent of immigrants detained in our coun-

try are held in private institutions such as industry leaders
Geo Group (GEO) and CoreCivic (CORE).
It also described the continued determination of immigrant leaders and their
movement, who want to cut
off all sources of funding for
private prisons. These leaders claim the private prisons

A civil liberties debate over NY
prison’s biometric voice system
By Harry C. Goodall Jr
Journalism Guild Writer
There are differing opinions of whether the new biometric voice recognition system put in place at New York
Department of Corrections is
a violation of prisoners’ rights
and civil liberties, according
to Popular Mechanics.
“Once the data exists,
and it becomes an accepted
part of what’s happening,
it’s very hard to protect or
limit its use in the future,”
said Jerome Greco, a digital
forensics attorney at New
York’s Legal Aid Society. “If
you have a family member
convicted of a crime, yet you
haven’t been, why are you

now having your information being used for government investigations?” Greco
added.
Other facilities have adopted Investigator Pro, the
software developed by Securus Technologies, a telecommunications firm. Facilities
in Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Connecticut and Texas
have purchased this technology.
The way the system works
is inmates have to agree to
submit their voices to Investigator Pro or they will not
be able to utilize the phone
system at the jails. The system will hold a minimum of
200,000 voices, and the technology was developed by a

$50 million dollar grant by
the Department of Defense,
according to the article.
The technology itself is
spreading, as the same software techniques are used by
banks in Asia for customer
security authentication, and
call centers use them for detecting customer emotions,
according to the article.
Prison rights advocates
say the technology does have
some advantages, such as
exposing gang-related activities. It can also aid some
of the prisoners, who might
be bullied into giving up
their phone time to another
inmate. The system was created to detect fraud, according to the article.

run by GEO and CORE have
racked up notorious records
of abuse and neglect with histories of violence and sexual
assault against detainees—
especially toward the LBGTQ community.
Jonathan Cortes, a detainee who tried to gain political
asylum in our country due
to the violence against gays
in Honduras, later wrote of
his experience in a private
prison, equating it to being
“thrown into a cage” and
being fed a diet of boiled
potatoes almost exclusively.
“No matter how I tell my
story, it won’t describe the
horrors I faced during the
seven weeks I was in CoreCivic’s detention facility,”
Cortes said.
Archila and Valdez, correspondents for The Nation,
lauded the work The National Prison Divestment Campaign has done to expose
how detaining immigrants
generates huge profits for
the companies and hefty returns for its shareholders.
The Nation went on to report that The Center for Popular Democracy (CFPD) and
Make the Road New York

(MTRNY) have validated
well known assumptions
about private prisons, once
known for the overcrowding
of inmates and now a holding pen for Immigration
and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) detainees, who are being corralled daily, far from
their families.
Valdez and Archila continued the findings when
they highlighted CFPD’s
and MTRNY’s statistics
that showed since 2017, private prisons have leveraged
their future government
contracts by borrowing
from banks against future
arrests.
This has allowed them
to establish borrowed reserves, representing 90
percent of CORE’s cash
on hand and 95 percent of
GEO’s. Third-party bank financing, in terms of bonds,
letters of credit and series
rated trading, have become
the norm for the leveraged
prison industry.
With this industry enjoying a credit bonanza, the
two reporters described
the hard work of Corporate
Backers of Hate, an organi-

zation behind a campaign to
expose the profiteering of
the private prison industry.
The Nation reported that
the Corporate Backers of
Hate, upon discovery of billions in institutional lending, went on the offensive
with a series of very public
protests, putting banks including JPMorgan Chase
and its CEO, Jamie Dimon,
in the spotlight as “responsible for the grave human
rights abuses” going on in
our nation’s private prisons.
The protests paid off with
JPMorgan Chase’s divestiture from the private prison
industry.
Now, the Corporate Backers of Hate campaign turns
to the remaining finance
mechanisms of the industry.
In particular, banks such
as Wells Fargo, Bank of
America and Sun Trust will
be targeted if their financing
of private prisons does not
cease.
The authors of the article
feel that with continued
pressure, it will be possible
to put the “morally bankrupt industry out of business
once and for all.”

Kim Kardashian helps formerly
incarcerated obtain jobs
By Lloyd Payne
Journalism Guild Writer
Kim Kardashian is working
to help formerly incarcerated
people obtain jobs as part of
her involvement with criminal
justice reform.
Kardashian appeared on
The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon to promote her
makeup line but ended up
discussing criminal justice reform, according to instyle.com
on Feb. 8.
“I think there’s such a stigma on people hiring formerly
incarcerated people,” she said.
“There’s so many people that

File Photo

Kim Kardashian

are incarcerated for life. For
murder, that maybe they were
just next to someone, and there
was a group of people, and a
fight broke out and somebody
unfortunately died.
“But they didn’t even hit
the person, didn’t even have a
weapon and were serving life,”
she said.
Kardashian thinks that
people who are pardoned
should be given a second
chance. “I would love to
hire formerly incarcerated
people,” she said.
Early this year she visited
San Quentin prison, where
she talked with men who
were sentenced to extremely
long sentences, including life
imprisonment.
While at San Quentin,
she listened to the music
of people who committed
crimes as juveniles and lifers.
This music was produced
by the Swedish Grammynominated music producer
David Jassy.
Jassy is a Swedishborn,
Gambian-Estonian
descendant. He is serving a
life sentence for an altercation

following an award show in
Hollywood.
Kardashian heard about
Jassy and the San Quentin
Mixtape Vol. 1 through Van
Jones and Jessica Sloan of
#Cut50. Together Jones, Sloan
and Kardashian helped Alice
Marie Johnson, a first-time
nonviolent drug offender get
pardoned by Pres. Donald
Trump last summer.
She believes people like
Johnson should be given a
second chance. Jassy said she
shared the same belief about
those featured on the mix
tape. He said they also spoke
about second chances, reentry,
and bridging the gap between
incarcerated men in the
music program and executive
producers in the industry.
After listening to the mix
tape, “she was impressed,
willing to support the mix tape
and supported the fact that we
don’t use profanity,” Jassy said.
“I could learn something
from it,” Kardashian said,
according to Jassy.
The mix tapes can be
followed on Instagram @
Sanquentinmixtapes.

Hygiene products more
readily available for
incarcerated woman
By Leonard F. Brown
Journalism Guild Writer
Female hygiene products
are becoming more available to incarcerated women,
thanks to what is called “the
menstrual equality movement,” according to corrections.com.
The new policy for federal
prisons was adopted in 2017.
It requires all federal prisons to provide free Tampons
and other hygiene products
to female prisoners. A bill in
Congress to apply the change

to all states failed, the story
reported.
“It’s all part of what is
called the menstrual equity
movement,” said Chris Tricozzi, vice president of sales
for Impact Products. “It has
been growing significantly in
just this past couple of years.”
The number of women in
federal prison since the late
1970s grew similarly to the
rate of male prisoners but has
skyrocketed 834 percent nationwide in state and local correction facilities, according to
the Prison Policy Initiative,

The new policy was implemented because so many of
these women lack the funds
to purchase feminine hygiene
products, reported corrections.com.
In April 2016, Newsweek
magazine ran a cover article
as the official “coming-out
party for Tampons.” The article discussed why women’s
advocates, politicians and
others want to put an “end
to the period of shaming,” as
Newsweek called it, when it
comes to feminine hygiene
products.
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Prison artists display their work in San Rafael’s Bartolini Gallery

Photo by Eddie Herena

William James Arts and Corrections sponsor Carol Newborg

Photo by Eddie Herena

Lamavis Comundoiwilla painting “Kufu” and “Candice” done in a style he calls Fusion

Photo by Eddie Herena

Patron admiring Patrick Maloney’s work (right)

By Rahsaan Thomas
and Alex Matthews
Contributing Writers
Incarcerated artists under
the tutelage of the William
James’ Arts & Correction
program produced “museumquality” paintings that were
displayed at the Bartolini
Gallery in San Rafael from
Jan. 16-March 28.
“It’s just truly museum
quality in so many ways,”
said Libby Garrison, who curated the exhibit. “They [the
artists who are incarcerated]
maybe have never been to
a museum or never studied
art. They are relying on the
expertise and the teachings
of these incredible teaching
artists.”
At the exhibition’s opening celebration on January
16, a crowd braved pouring
rain and power outages to
view what many hailed as
professional-quality works
from budding incarcerated
artists. The exhibit also featured the work of formerly incarcerated artist and Arts &
Corrections instructors, plus
photos taken at San Quentin
by photographer Peter Merts.
The paintings of Lamavis
Comundoniwilla, one of the
incarcerated artists, greeted
the guests as they entered the
museum.
“His work to me was immediately striking,” said

Garrison, who is Director of
Marketing and Communications for the Marin County
Department of Cultural
Services. “You can almost
feel the painstaking time
it took to paint each point,
each dot, each color on the
artworks.”
Comundoniwilla claims
to have created a new style
called “fusion.” His colorful art combines cubism,
pointillism, impressionism
and Viennese Secession. He
uses bright colors to paint
vivid African themes. Some
attendees characterized his
work as stippling or pointillism, similar to impressionists.
“He’s combining many
things into his own personal
style,” said Arts & Corrections instructor Carol Newborg. “He’s got a beautiful
eye for texture and color.”
A local gallery owner
also complimented Comundoniwilla’s paintings.
“What I also love is the
way that he’s just expressing himself and his culture
through these pieces in
such a beautiful way,” said
Donna Seager of SeagerGray Gallery in Mill Valley.
“This is labor intensive. His
aesthetic sensibilities are
sophisticated.”
The Bartolini Gallery
exhibit was the 50-year-old
Comundoniwilla’s chance

Photo by Eddie Herena

Visitor viewing Stan-Bey’Orisa’s Rising (left) and
O. Smith’s Clown collection (center)

Photo by Eddie Herena

Henry Frank

to debut his pieces. He just
started painting last year.
His career as an artist
started back in 1998 while
in administrative segregation where he began drawing, he said.
In 2018, he joined the
William James program and
through books the program
provided, the Compton, Ca.
native studied painters like
Gustav Klimt and Georges
Seurat. From these sources
of inspiration, he named his
style “fusion.”
“Studying art history
books and various artists
here at Arts and Corrections
taught me a lot,” Comundoniwilla said. “The other

artists in this room showed
me more than I could have
learned from books.”
Comundoniwilla’s classmate Stanley Bey submitted
two paintings combining
stippling and pointillism,
which he considers to be in
the same fusion style.
Bey began drawing Spiderman from Marvel comics when he was 13 years
old. Now 64, he expanded
his work with the help of
Arts & Corrections instructors like Ned Axthlem, Bey
said.
Bruce Fowler, also incarcerated at San Quentin,

acts as a teacher’s assistant
for the Williams James program. He had two pieces
displayed at the gallery.
“Getting our stuff out
to where the public can
see it gives you a sense of
participation in society
instead of always feeling
like you’re locked in a
box,” Fowler said. “It’s a
huge honor to be invited to
something like that. It give
you a sense of hope for the
future.”
“This program has given
me a way to give back,”
Fowler said. “It’s a way we
get to give a lot of donations.

Meanwhile, Merts’ photos
gave gallery attendees a
glimpse of the artists at work
inside the prison.
“My job is to bring the
message about who inmates
are because people can
connect through their work;
but in this show, the photos
by Merts brought people
back inside,” Newborg said.
“It’s was like an exchange
between inside and outside.”
“This show was one of our
best ones ever,” Newborg
said. “It has amazing
individual art and the way
it’s arranged tells a story. The
works feed off each other.”

The following artists also had painting on display:
Anthony Vazquez-Ramirez, Daniel Sherman, Ben Chandler, Jeffrey Isom, Gerald
Morgan, Orlando Smith, Eduardo Flores, Eric Phillips, Mike Williams, Gary Harrell,
Oran Hutson, Michael Hedges, James Duff, Sam Marquez, Frederick Tinsley, Khalifah
Christensen, Scott McKinstry, Lumumba Edwards, Isiah Daniels, Justus Evans,
Dennis Crookes, Henry Frank, Ned Axthelm, The Artist Hines, Patrick Maloney, Katya
McCulloch, Amy M. Ho, Carol Newborg, Joe Krauter, Paul Stauffer, Carlos Moreno,
John Robb, Nicola Bucci and Peter Bergne.
Origami pieces were contributed by:
Chanthon Bun, Son Nguyen, Ekaterina Lukasheva, Hieu “Rocky” Nguyen, Danny
Ho, Alvin Timball, David Brill, Sok Song, Dontay Turner, Jun Hamamoto, Danny
Thongsy, Viviane Berty, Si Dang, Jay Gonzalez, Moua Vue, Omid Mokri, Kenji Jinbo,
Ricky Lemon, Franciso Oritz, Kunihiko Kasahara, David Le, B. Singh, Christopher
Smith, Charlie Thao, Tith Ton and Thanh Tran.
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Lumumba Edwards at the event
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Justus Evans speaking to the crowd
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Founder of San Quentin’s Buddhadharma Sangha remembered
By Jiryu Mark RutschmanByler and Jun Hamamoto
Contributing Writers
Responding to a call from
inmates interested in starting
a Zen group, Seido Eishu Lee
founded the Buddhadharma
Sangha inside San Quentin
State Prison in 1999. He went
on to serve as the Sangha’s
Head Teacher until his retirement in 2015.
Seido Eishu Lee Lüssen
de Barros passed away
peacefully on March 6
surrounded by family, friends
Photo courtesy of Jun Hamamoto
and Sangha. He is survived
Seido Eishu Lee
by his wife, son,
three stepchildren
and six grandsons.
Since the day
Lee founded it, the
San Quentin Sangha has met nearly
every week, bringing the lineage of
Dogen Zenji and
Suzuki Roshi behind the prison
walls and touching
the lives of hundreds of inmates
and volunteers.
Lee conferred
the
Bodhisattva
precepts on many
Zen students, including more than
30 inmates and several non-inmates
lay-ordained inside
San Quentin over
the course of four
Photo courtesy of Jun Hamamoto
Jukai ceremonies
between 2002 and
Seido and Norman Fischer
2015.
at Green Gulch

Lee Lüssen de Barros was
ordained a Soto Zen priest in
1989 at Green Gulch Farm by
Sojun Mel Weitsman, receiving
the Dharma name Seido Eishu,
“Clear Path, Constant/Endless
Effort.” He received Dharma
Transmission at Tassajara in
1998` from Norman Fischer.
Along with his wife, lay Zen
teacher Martha de Barros, he

lived for more than 10 years
at Green Gulch Farm and
Tassajara. He filled senior
staff roles at Green Gulch and
served as Tanto at Tassajara.
Lee was deeply involved
in and much beloved by the
Marin County Interfaith
community. He was active
in the Marin Interfaith Street
Chaplaincy, serving as street

chaplain, board member, and
eventual board chair, and
also in the Marin Interfaith
Council, where he served
on the board. In addition to
teaching at Green Gulch Farm
and San Quentin, he taught
regularly at Dharma Eye Zen
Center, Dominican University
and the Redwoods Retirement
Community.

As Norman Fischer described him, “Lee was a true
priest and a good one. He
liked to keep things light and
modest but underneath that
was a fierce and deep spirituality.”
A memorial for Seido Lee
de Barros will be held at
Green Gulch Farm at 4 p.m.
on April 27.

and asked the audience to
repeat the statement: “If you
know why you’re doing what
you’re doing, it’s the only
thing that matters.”
He spoke about Jesus and
other Biblical characters but
not as part of a sermon. “If
we’re going to be the people
God wants us to be, it won’t
always be with the strong
hand,” he explained. “Reach

out with your weak hand to a
few people.”
He advised the audience
to find a person or two and
to confide in them and to
“break down the invisible
fences.”
Goff said he teaches the
subject of failure. To do this,
he visits jails and prisons
in other countries. Regardless of their crimes, he said,

people see who inmates are
turning into and that they’re
not the same people they
were years ago.
To introduce the audience
to the subject of redemption,
Goff welcomed his friend
Miles Adcox to the stage. Adcox discussed his own rehabilitation and described being
in a “nut house” at a low point
in his life. He said he took a

lot of risks. “I was really calculating.”
Regarding his own addiction, “I turned my mess into
a message,” said Adcox. “For
years we’ve been asking the
wrong questions.” He said
there are underlying reasons
people become addicts and
that we need to open our eyes
and focus, because no one
escapes trauma. “Life doesn’t
stop. Adversity will continue.”
“I’ve spent a lot of time
with people who’ve preached
to me and a lot of time with
people who’ve walked like Jesus,” said Adcox.
“The longest journey we
take as men is the journey to
get 18 inches,” noted Adcox,
describing the distance from
the head to heart. Along his
journey, he said he discovered
empathy.
Today, Adcox has one of the
top rehabilitation programs in
the world and has visited some
of the most dangerous countries in the world, including
Mogadishu, Somalia, a place
where according to him, the
United Nations advises a person should move every seven
minutes to avoid becoming a
target.
He compared San Quentin to Mogadishu and said he

walked into the prison not
knowing what to expect. He
said initially he was scared.
“I’ve never felt safer any
place in my life,” Adcox declared. He thinks people need
to know that about San Quentin. “The paradigm is shifting
in our culture,” he said, noting
the men at San Quentin are
more plugged in than people
looking at their mobile devices (phones) on the outside.
He assured the audience,
“We can be off balance but be
in balance,” and told them it
was “an honor to be here tonight.” Afterward, he received
a standing ovation.
Goff returned to the stage
expressing his hope that men
will learn to whisper to their
heart and say “It’s time to
rest,” and ask God to “recenter me.”
At the end of the event the
men, staff and guests in the
pews lowered their heads and,
shoulder to shoulder, listened
as Goff prayed. “Love does,”
was the message, borrowing
from the saying, “Love your
neighbor.”
To
contact
Goff’s
organization, go to www.
lovedoes.org
—Timothy Hicks
contributed to this story

BOB GOFF
Continued from Page 1
“I’m a reaction to my parents,” he said and explained
that his relationship with his
father had amounted to just
two conversations.
“Love is sacrifice and
commitment,” he insisted

File Photo

Seido Lee de Barros (center) with Zen students and volunteers at a San Quentin Jukai

Bob Goff prayer with the audience at the event

Photo by Jonathan Chiu
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Miles Adcox shakes the hand of Warden
Ron Davis after the event

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

Adcox on stage with Brandon Riddel-Terrel and Kevin Neang

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

Goff speaking with a participant after the event
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Celebrating the holiday homecoming of incarcerated women

Photo courtesy of LSPC

Women having a discussion at the event about the trials of reentry

By Sabina Crocette
Policy Manager, LSPC
After prison, women face
different reentry barriers
than men do, primarily because women have much
greater responsibilities (as

caregivers, parents and relationship supporters to
family, intimates and their
communities and social networks) than men do.
When women go to prison
and jail, the roles they have
served become lost to the

people who relied on them.
Compounding this problem
is the reality that women do
not receive the same types
of support they give others
while they are incarcerated
and most in need of continuity and help.

Aminah Elster, a current
Elder Freeman Policy Fellow
at Legal Services for Prisoners with Children (LSPC) and
a returning woman almost
two years ago, explains, “I
can vividly remember visiting my ex-husband in prison

Women building sisterhood and networking

Photo courtesy of LSPC

Photo courtesy of LSPC

Nancy Skinner with volunteers and formerly incarcerated women at the event

and the long lines of women
who were always there to visit men who were incarcerated
and show them love and support, but when I was imprisoned for almost two decades,
the few visits I received came
from women family, friends
and outside organizational
supporters. The reality is that
most currently and formerly
incarcerated women do not
experience an equal level of
commitment, support and
consideration as our male
counterparts.”
Most current penal polices
neither respect nor promote
the continuance of family and
interpersonal bonds while
women are incarcerated. As
a result, women experience
a lot more shame, blame and
loss of prior identities due to
the numerous roles they once
played in the lives of those
around them being disrupted
by incarceration.
All of these combined factors create greater hurdles to
reintegration and the reestablishment of a woman’s place
in the community when she
returns home. Most often,
women cannot easily resume their previous roles and
struggle to receive adequate
enough support to create new
identities in the community
as returning citizens.
A study by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on women
returning home from prison
noted that women need to
be supported with relational
models in reintegration that
are sensitive to their racial,
ethnic and cultural back-

Photo courtesy of LSPC

A guest enjoying the event

grounds. They also need
programs that promote their
self-worth and provide role
models and mentors to help
them navigate their reintegration and reentry.
Organizations like LSPC,
which was founded in 1978
to support the continued relationships of incarcerated
parents and children, and
the California Coalition for
Women Prisoners (CCWP),
founded in 1995 to address
institutional abuse and systemic conditions women face
while incarcerated, are working to develop programs and
models for reentry services
that reflect the unique needs
and challenges of returning
women.
According
to
Policy
Manager
and
Event
Coordinator Sabina Crocette,
“LSPC developed the idea of
celebrating and welcoming
women home from jail,
prison, detention and other
forms of incarceration for
the holidays each year as a
means of acknowledging
their importance and value
as returning citizens and
members of the community,
who need to be respected and
embraced throughout their
journeys back home.”
“A Woman’s Journey
Home: Challenges for Female Offenders and Their
Children” (2001). U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The report can
be found at: https://aspe.hhs.
gov/basic-report/womansjour ney-home-challengesfemale-offenders-and-theirchildren.

Photo courtesy of LSPC

Nancy Skinner
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Dr. Gabor Maté lectures at SQ’s Enneagram event

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

Susan Olesek, Jason Griffin, Ronell “Rauch” Draper, Dustin M. Baldwin and Dr. Gabor Maté

By Juan Haines
Senior Editor
Once a week, Susan Olesek comes inside San Quentin to help incarcerated men
discover the roots of their
personalities and how it
plays into the way they see
everyday life.
The program she oversees
helps men realize how life
experiences mold personalities and how negative experiences create behaviors that
turn into serious problems.
Gabor Maté was invited
to San Quentin, on March 1,
to lecture on brain development, trauma and addiction
to an audience of more than
150 people.
Olesek said she’s followed Maté’s work as a
“need to understand how we
heal. We’re continuing to
blend our work together—
how attachment is integral
to healing and how personality forms.
“Gabor practices Enneagram Principles without even knowing it,” she
added.

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

Enneagram alumni

Maté talked about how
addicts become disconnected from themselves,
which turns into low selfesteem—“all the things that
land people in prison.”
Several members of the
audience spoke about how
the Enneagram System
changed their lives. They
included EPP staffers, several San Quentin EPP graduates, EPP alumni who’ve
returned to free society, and
interested inmates.
A formerly incarcerated
man said before getting an
understanding about Enneagrams, he’d been in and out
of prison, for 15 years.
“It has helped me stay out
of custody since December 2016,” he said. “All of
my relationships are better,
because of this. I learned
how to communicate. When
something sets you free, you
want to keep it.”
Camilla Field, an EPP
facilitator, made these comments: “I keep coming because the experience I have
working with the men in
blue is extraordinary. I feel

like I have to be present and
meet the men where they’re
at. That means that I bring
the best version of myself.
The ways I experience my
work with these men is divine.”
To explain the Enneagram System, Maté and Olesek took center stage with
inmates Ronell “Rauch”
Draper, Dustin M. Baldwin
and Jason Griffin.
The Enneagram System
classifies personality traits
as follows:
1. Idealist/Reformer
2. Giver/Helper
3. Performer/Achiever,
4. Romantic/Individualist
5. Observer/Investigator
6. Skeptic/Loyalist
7. Epicure/Enthusiast
8. Protector/Challenger
9. Mediator/Peacemaker.
Baldwin was identified as
an 8. Protector/Challenger.
He said that he came from a
close-knit family; however,
he didn’t meet his father until
he was 16 years old.
“For a long time, I thought
that my grandpa was my fa-
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Enneagram alumni Rene
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Enneagram alumni Rick
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Participant asking Dr.Maté a question

ther,” Baldwin said. However, he said when he was
11 years old; his mother told
him his grandfather was not
his father. Coming to terms
with this, Baldwin said, “The
hard parts of my childhood, I
suppressed.”
Olesek explained, “Parts of
your personality distorts the
truth from you.”
Baldwin wondered how
being incarcerated affected
his son’s life.
Maté asked Baldwin to
talk about his son, while understanding that his son is experiencing an absent father.
He asked Baldwin to explain
his son’s feeling of isolation,
loneliness and depression
that comes with having an incarcerated father.
“Understanding your own
experience would allow you
to be more compassionate
toward your son,” Maté told
Baldwin.
Olesek then turned to
Draper, who is a 4. Romantic/
Individualist. Sensing that
Draper “has a tendency to
withdraw,” Olesek asked him
to talk about relationships.

“The impulse for me is to
shy away,” Draper said. “I’ve
been through the class like
10 times, but until I feel connected, it’s make-believe. It’s
not real.”
Draper talked about his
mother not being capable of
expressing love or care.
“There was a lot of abuse.
I couldn’t hug her,” he said.
“It became ingrained in me
that this was my reality until
I became the person that she
couldn’t hurt, even though I
was still hurting.”
Drapers said as a child, he
“spent a lot of time frustrated
and angry. I would go to anger immediately.”
He went on to explain that
because of his early life experiences, it was difficult for
him to trust people or himself.
“You have to trust yourself,” Maté said. “One of the
things trauma does is, it stops
us from trusting ourselves.
However, one of the great
projects is working on selftrust. It’s easy to turn to not
trusting the world. But, you
have to trust yourself and

Dr. Gabor Maté

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

have compassion for yourself.”
The last person, Griffin,
was categorized as a 7. Epicure/Enthusiast.
“A seven teaches us what
joy is,” Olesek said.
Griffin called himself an
“eternal optimist,” adding,
“I wonder how people don’t
see how beautiful life is,
even in San Quentin with
all the people—the connections.”
Maté responded, “He
has something that I don’t
have—joy.”
Griffin replied, “About
joy—I have a deep love of
life. I see even in my negative emotional experiences
and sadness, there’s joy to
be had. For years, I suppressed my sadness because
I was afraid of it.”
Griffin talked about living with an alcoholic father,
struggling with substance
abuse and wanting to be “a
perfectionist.”
“I was an only child. To
deal with that, I kept myself
extremely busy to the point
that I didn’t experience
anger or sadness,” Griffin
said.
Maté posed the question:
Is addiction choice or disease?
“It’s neither,” Maté said.
“It’s an attempt to solve
a problem. We must ask
what problem the addiction
attempted to solve. How did
you develop that problem?
Addiction isn’t wrong, but it
brings more problems than
it tries to solve.”
In closing, Maté said, “I’ve
never felt more comfortable
than with these men. They
were
gentlemen—all
authentic. Most places you
go in the world, there’s a
lot of pretend. There’s no
pretend here.”

Photo by Jonathan Chiu

Enneagram participant sharing his thoughts about the program
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Snippets

By Jonathan Chiu / Edited by Jan Perry

S

harks have the
hardest bones
of any fish and
recovered shark
ribs were among
the first tools used
by our prehuman
ancestors.

H

ummingbirds
have
the highest
metabolism, the
fastest heart rate
and have a life
span of a year.

I

nternet is a
network of
networks, as
opposed to the
world wide web.

R

asberries
have over
200 species in the
world.

K

omodo
Dragons are
the largest living
lizards in the
world.

Across

Down

1. Spew
5. Exercise term
9. Lifeless (Scot.)
13. Component of urine
14. Nursemaid
15. Human artery
16. Rapper Mill
17. Shahidi of Grownish
18. Middle East vacation spot
19. Prison speak
22. Actor Bernal Garcia
23. Cambridge school founded in 1861
24. Lockdown problems
26. Precedes head, locker, or ax
28. “___ my fault”
31. Rachael of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
32. ALL ____
33. Sulawesi water buffalo
34. Prison speak
37. What a dog’s tail do
38. Lincoln and Vigoda
39. Father of Oedipus
40. Gov. org.
41. Eminem hit
42. “Why don’t you __ ___ what’s going on”
43. Doo ___
44. ____ Angelo (Italian names)
45. Prison speak
53. ☺
54. Pullets
55. Star Wars’ spinoff
56. A young cod
57. Hathaway of Ocean’s 8
58. A metrical foot consisting of one
short syllable
59. Cathedral gesture
60. Feathered scarves
6. Famous ____ Cookies

1. Borrows
2. Geometry term
3. A ship might fonder on one
4. Counterfeits
5. What you hope her response is
6. Communication
7. Small mountain lake
8. People living in Burma
9. Meryl Streep movie
10. Katherine of L&O Criminal Intent
11. Russian news agency ____-Tass
12. Portuguese navigator and explorer
Bartolomeu
20. Melissa McCarthy & Jason Bateman
movie
21. _____ Amhurst
24. Bradley Cooper TV show
25. South Pacific island
26. Country singer Morris
27. Comedian and actor Mike
28. Noncommercial film
29. Woman’s small hat
30. Cheek
31. German sports cars (Abbr.)
32. Castro’s turf
33. Feminine name
35. Promises
36. Home _____
41. Interesting writing
42. Hydrogen, helium and nitrogen
43. Type of mustard
44. The cassie tree
45. “I’m a ____”
46. Village People song
47. Actress Petty
48. King of Isreal of the 9th century
49. Jean of Mission Impossible
51. Fertile soil of clay and sand
51. Sesame Street character
52. Identity thefts necessities (Abbrv.)
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Last month's Brain Teasers:

5

8
5
7

4
3

7

8
4
3
1

8
7
3

9
2

6

1) Jaguars
2) Titans
3) Falcons
4) Packers
5) Ravens
6) Chiefs
7) Panthers
8) Browns
9) Colts
10) Rams
11) Bears
12) Patriots
13 Dolphins
14 Saints
15) Buccaneers
16) Giants

17) Redskins
18) Jets
19) Bills
20) Bengals
21) Chargers
22) Broncos
23) 49ers
24) Lions
25) Cowboys
26) Steelers
27) Raiders
28) Eagles
29) Vikings
30) Seahawks
31) Cardinal
32) Texans

If you would like to submit a photograph to be placed in SQ News just because, please
send it with name(s) and a brief message to go with your photo. Please understand, we
may not be able to return your photo so send a copy and address the letter to:
San Quentin News, 1 Main Street, San Quentin, CA 94964
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20

26

31

27

32
35

36

37

38

39

41

47

48

49

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

M
O
N
T
H
’
S
A
N
S
W
E
R
S

A
A N
S T
K I
W
P H
B E
R E

A K
C A
T O
N

S
T
A
B

30

50

51

52

44

53

L
A
S
T

29

42

43
46

28
33

34

45

12

23

25

40

11

21

22
24

10

S
U S
A
N O
T
C L
O S H
R E A L
A I T R E
P
T A
T W E E N
L O A D
Y E R
L
S P C A
A
I U D
N N E L L
N I C
E
E N E
D

S
N
A
G

R
P E T
E
A G A
S S R O O
E R A
S
T A L L
S S
L O C
O
R E C A
T H E L I N
T I L
O
O V E S O N
E A S T
S
S A I N
O N I
O A
L O N
S N
O G G
E O

A
M A
M S
O P

P S
E S
G S
G
T S
H U
U B
S

This month's Brain Teasers:

23 VS. 32

The two missing digits in this sequence are 2 and 3.
(For now, their places are being held by question marks.) But
don't write them in yet! We haven't told you in what order they
should go. Should the first question mark be replaced with 2
and the second one with 3, or vice versa?

8, 5, 4, 9, 1, 7, 6, ?, ?
Widget Cost
You are working out some estimates for your boss. You can
come up with a very good package for your nice little widgets,
but the packaging may be too expensive. The cost of the widget and the packaging is $1.10, and the widget is $1.00 more
than the package. How much will you have to tell your boss
that the package for each widget will cost?

The Brave Knight

Our hero the brave knight, is trying to rescue the beautiful
Princess of Puzzleland. The maiden has slipped him a
message. She will be able to stand at the stable gate from
12:30 to 12:40 - but no more than those ten minutes - on the
following day. If he arrives promptly, she will elope with him. If
not, she will be married later that same evening to his hated
rival. The castle is 12 miles away. The first third is uphill, and
his horse can make 4 miles per hour uphill; the second third
is level, at 8 miles per hour, and the last part, one-third, is
downhill, at 12 miles per hour. He figures that averages out
to 8 miles per hour, so if he leaves at 10:55 to give himself
five minutes’ leeway, he should arrive exactly within the 10
minutes. Of course, he can’t get there too early, or he’ll be
caught hanging around.
Does he make it in time? Why or why not?

Japan Hotel
In a hotel in Nagasaki is a glass door. On the door it says:

P H U S L U LP
What does it mean?
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Lifer: A play about former SQ resident Glenn Bailey

By Kate McQueen
San Quentin News Adviser
Playwright Dr. Ayodele
Nzinga was already collecting stories of communities
impacted by the carceral
system when she met Glenn
Bailey, in 2014.
She had just started work
on “Beyond Bars: Growing
Home,” a performance that
explored how returning citizens processed the trauma of
coming home, inspired by
interviews with men recently released from San Quentin
Prison.
Bailey had just come
home himself, after serving
52 years inside.
His tale is remarkable
in its own right. But Nzinga was quick to see how
it fit into the larger story of
a unique and mostly invisible demographic: Lifers,
those Nzinga describes as
“hav[ing] spent half a century, a quarter of a century,
in the belly of the beast.”
Out of conversations between Bailey and Nzinga, a
book project began to take
shape, as well as a play
based on Bailey’s experiences called “Lifer.” The
Lower Bottom Playaz, an
Oakland-based theater company co-founded by Nzinga,
first performed the play in
January 2018.
For a group interested in
exploring “what creates the
potential for thriving in marginalized spaces,” “Lifer”
was a natural fit. Nzinga said
she’s invested in bringing

Photo by Kate McQueen

The cast of Life after the performance

underrepresented experiences like long-term incarceration to mainstream theater
“because it sets the table for

conversation, and dialogue is
the first step in change.”
The Lower Bottom Playaz’s efforts to highlight sto-

Actor Stanley Hunt and Adimu Madyun

Photo by Kate McQueen

ries of Lifers continued on
February 24 and 25, 2019,
with an excerpted performance of the play, starring
Adimu Madyun as Bailey,
and Stanley Hunt, Reggie Wilkins, Pierre Scott,
Christopher Weddle, and
Evander Johnson in supporting roles. Held at Oakland’s Eastside Cultural
Center, the event was part of
the month-long Black arts
festival, organized by the
Black Arts Movement Business District Community.
The performance dramatized what it takes to survive
decades of incarceration. In
each scene, the character
Bailey remained seated in
his cell, books piled on the
floor and one in hand, as
prison officers, attorneys,
and other men in blue drop
by for conversation. Whether the exchange stayed
friendly or confrontational,
Bailey embodied the dignity
that comes through continuous learning, by insisting
on respectful relationships,

Photo by Kate McQueen

Adimu Madyun Oakland City Concilmember Lynette Gibson McElhaney, Glenn Bailey and Playwright Dr. Ayodele Nzinga

and by staying true to his
own code of ethics.
At the final show, the
lessons of the play were
amplified by spoken word
performances and dialogue
between a group of returned
citizens and the audience.
Three of these guest speakers had served 19 years or
longer.

“I graduated from
college because
of this man”
One of them was Leo
Salim
Seacrease,
who
kicked off the Q&A session
with a question of his own.
Seacrease recalled thinking
early in his sentence, “If
I’m going to survive this,
I’m going to have to return
as a human being. So how
do you do that? How do you
stay humane in an inhumane
situation?”
Speakers shared what
helped them through the
struggle. Wendell El-Amin
James said he survived
12 prisons in 27 years by
“grow[ing] up real fast” and
committing to his education.
“I went to school,” James
explained. “I didn’t do that
on the streets... I was fortunate; I used my head and got
something out of it.”
“You’re going to get out
of it what you put in,” Bailey agreed, adding that mutual respect and supportive
relationships matter. “It
doesn’t matter San Quentin,
Folsom, or Anytown USA.
You don’t go in thinking
that you got there by yourself, and you don’t go out
thinking that you don’t need
anybody.”
Gordy Singleton, whose
friendship with Bailey is
dramatized in the play, elaborated. “I was lost before I
went [to prison],” Singleton
said. “This gentlemen here
took me by the bootstraps.
He gave me focus and a
chance to find things in the

right way. It wasn’t easy.
The pressures of prison are
hard. I was blessed to have
Bailey as a mentor.” He added, “I graduated from college because of this man.”
The same lessons, they
said, applied for returning
home.
James, who now works
as a reentry coordinator
for Ta’leef Collective in
Freemont and for San Francisco’s Bayview Senior Services ex-offender program,
summed up the shared wisdom. “People need support
coming home,” he said with
life changes large and small.
“They need to know how
to work a cell phone. I just
learned how to work an
iPad, and I’m a case manager. I’ve been out for years,
and I’m still learning how to
come back after being away
a long period of time.”
The event attracted a
full house, including students from Concord’s De La
Salle and Carondelet high
schools. Speaking directly
to the young people in the
audience, James said, “What
we need [is for you to] go get
those degrees, come into the
system and support those
who are coming home.”
Mike Aquino, who teaches a criminal justice class
for the two high schools,
was enthusiastic about the
performance. He noticed
that his students responded
differently to the play and
spoken word than they did
to other kinds of public
events, including the Barbershop Forum.
“I really love the question-posing that art does
around criminal justice,”
Aquino said, “[it] can be a
way to get students to think
about concepts that talking
to a person or reading an
interview alone can’t really
capture.”
In the coming months, as
Nzinga continues to write
Bailey’s life story, the conversation will move from
the stage to the page, bringing the possibility of a new,
larger audience into the next
round of dialogue.
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Students have great impact on UC Davis after prison

By Marcus Henderson
Journalism Guild Chairman
University students, who
are formerly incarcerated, are
changing life and perceptions
on their campus by taking
over a college classroom to
challenge traditional teaching methods and holding informative seminars to bring
awareness to who they are as
students.
Beyond the Stats (BTS),
an organization of formerly
incarcerated and system impacted students at the University of California Davis introduce a panel discussion and
a class course title Education
as Freedom: AKA “Amerikkka This is How You Made
Me,” last year and continues
to grow.
The panel discussion was
a chance to engage the public
and other UC Davis students
regarding the returning citizens social positions, generational influences, and their
place in the university and
community.
“It’s a way to tell our own
stories truthfully and bravely
while also highlighting larger
social systems, structures and
histories that we are products
of,” said Daniel Mendoza-Jacobo and Tina Curiel-Allen,
founders of BTS, in a joint
statement to San Quentin
News.
“We don’t want to frame
our stories as sob stories
or highlight the potentially salacious nature of our
backgrounds. We want to
highlight inequities, common struggles, experiential
knowledge and what we as
students bring to academic
settings and conversations,”
said the founders.
The panel discussed topics
such as: their relationship to
higher education, their experiences in the classroom
and the images or conversations surrounding their backgrounds.
“I wasn’t sure if I truly had
a place to speak, or what I
was going to say,” said Tiana
Williams, a panelist. “I knew

Photo courtesy of Beyond the Stats

Beyond the Stats members after the panel discussion with Professor Dr. Ofelia Cuevas (center)

that my father’s experience
with being incarcerated had
affected my views, but I
never thought that my voice
as a system impacted student
mattered as much when
talking about the system.
“We are all affected and
touched by the system in
some way--and being able to
share my own family’s experiences and having it validated along with those who
were formerly incarcerated
meant so much to me,” Williams added.
Williams is a McNair
Scholar currently doing research on the impacts of the
1960s and 70s prisoners’
rights movements and the
prison industrial complex.

Bringing students and professionals together provided
an inclusive atmosphere to inspire conversations around the
discussion topics amongst the
audience.
“It
simultaneously
challenged stigmas, imposed
identities, and perpetuating
narratives in greater society,”
said Scharleth Guadamuz,
panelist and BTS member.
“By doing so, we brought
the conversation back to
the people. It (wasn’t) only
revolutionary, it provided room
for healing, too.”
Guadamuz is a Latin
scholar, writer and activist. She
is also pursuing a double-major
in Sociology and History with
a minor in Human Rights.

Connecticut brings new
rehabilitation model to prison
By Aron Kumar Roy
Staff Writer
Connecticut Gov. Dan
Malloy has employed a
groundbreaking
rehabilitation model in one correctional institution which
may influence incarceration
throughout the country.
The idea for the program
called T.R.U.E was developed during several research
trips to German prisons between 2013 and 2015, when
government officials, including Governor Malloy, witnessed inmates performing
tasks such as cooking their
own meals, locking their
own doors, and wearing civilian clothing.
“When you first come into
the American prison, your
dignity is left at the door. It’s
eviscerated. We’re working
to bring that back to people
held here,” said Jermaine
Young, a mentor at Cheshire
Correctional
Institution’s
T.R.U.E. unit. “Anybody can
be locked up, but if they’re
not treated like a human being, we’re doing a great disservice.”
Young spoke during a simulcast discussion between
inmates, correctional of-

ficers and criminal justice
reformers at a Reimagining
Prison event initiated by the
Vera Institute.
T.R.U.E. is a unique unit
within the Cheshire Correctional Institute. It houses
men, age 18 to 25, according to the Vera Blog, and attempts to mirror life outside
prisons as closely as possible—much like the German
prison system.
In the German prison system, staff guides inmates
through personalized plans,
which prepare them for reentry through counseling and
employment programs, according to the blog.
German
officials
explained to the visitors that
the deprivation of liberty is
itself a punishment. Their
prison system, based on the
recognition of human dignity, prepares people for a
crime-free life upon their
release.
After the horror and
shame of the Holocaust, Germany transformed its laws
and prison system.
The Vera-sponsored trips
to German prisons demonstrated to the visiting officials how the United States
might address its own histor-

ical problems of slavery, Jim
Crow laws, and now mass
incarceration.
“The master narrative in
the U.S. about people in prison is that they’re depraved
and violent and a risk to our
communities,” said Vera’s
president, Nicholas Turner,
“That narrative is rooted in a
long legacy of racism, White
supremacy and oppression
that systemically works
against people of color.”
Due to the success of the
T.R.U.E. unit in Connecticut,
similar programs in Massachusetts and South Carolina
are beginning to emerge, the
blog reported.
“Whether you interact with
the U.S. prison system is too
often determined by your
birth, income or community circumstance. That isn’t
true in other countries [like
Germany],” said Governor
Malloy, “We have to address
disparities before we can ever
truly change our system, and
that’s what we’ve tried to do
in Connecticut.”
He continued: “Prison
shouldn’t be where opportunity ends. It should be where
opportunities that were previously denied are given for the
first time.”

Briana Zweifler, spoke from
the panel about her experience
with the juvenile and criminal legal systems and how she
turned that situation into becoming a youth advocate.

“It simultaneously
challenged
stigmas, imposed
identities, and
perpetuating
narratives in
greater society”
“It was so empowering
to speak about my experience of feeling silenced,”
said Zweifler. “It made me
feel stronger to know that
we are all doing this in our
own way but we are doing it
together.”
Zweifler graduated from
the UC Davis School of Law

and is a proud BTS alumna.
She is a Legal Fellow working on the California Youth
Justice Initiative at the National Center for Youth Law.
Professor Dr. Ofelia Cuevas moderated the event.
She bought her own more
than 20 years of work and
experience as a prison abolitionist into the conversations.
After the discussion panel, the formerly incarcerated scholars launched the
“Amerikkka This is How
You Made Me,” class and
curriculum.
The class and readings
tackles sexism, racism and
controversial figures such
as: Malcolm X, Assata
Shakur and Huey P. Newton. The course compares
their real life experiences
against academia research.
“We built this primarily as a discussion based
and consciousness raising
seminar so that we can learn
from and with each other,”
said Curiel-Allen. “We will

explore these works together
to see what knowledge can
be gained when looking directly at one’s experience
such as: the prison system,
the family, academia and the
university … as they come
up against the writers’ experiences.”
The class also includes
writings from Black Feminists, immigration issues
and a session on Hip Hop
and White Privilege.
“Like prison narratives,
hip-hop is a reflection of the
streets that made many of
us,” said Curiel-Allen. “We
had a list of songs to listen
to that we discussed in class.
We asked others to bring in
their own songs on the topic
they wanted to discuss.
“It is our hope that
through these readings, we
can uncover a path towards
education that leads to selfdetermination and freedom by understanding the
struggles and fights of our
forbearers,”
Curiel-Allen
concluded.

Senate Bill 3435 Beyond the
box for higher education
By Michael Jace
Journalism Guild Writer
About two-thirds of postsecondary institutions ask
applicants to submit criminal history, according to The
Crime Report.
The Center for Community Alternatives found that
25 percent of these schools
bar applicants with criminal
history from attending. This
prevents individuals who
have already paid their debt
to society from finding success going forward.
There are an estimated 70
million American citizens
with criminal records, according to The Crime Report.
Colleges and universities
can help remove barriers to
higher education for these
people. Higher education can
be an essential tool to finding
successful employment, especially for former prisoners

re-entering society after their
sentence ends.
Help may be on the way.
Sen. Brian Schatz (D-HI) has
introduced a bill (Senate Bill
3435, the Beyond the Box
for Higher Education Act of
2018) that would provide resources and recommendations
for colleges and universities
that want to remove criminal
and juvenile record questions
from their applications.
On average, those with
post-secondary
education
make 74 percent more than
people with a high school
diploma or less. People with
doctoral and professional
degrees earn three times as
much as those with less than a
high school diploma, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
These trends contribute to a
positive cycle, as children are
more likely to attend college if
their parents did.

There are still opponents to
the efforts to remove criminal
record questions from college
applications. Opponents fear
increased crime on campus if
these questions are removed.
However, screening applicants
for prior convictions has not
proven to reduce campus safety.
In fact, to date, people with no
criminal record have committed some of the most serious
crimes reported on campuses,
according to The Crime Report.
There is significant evidence that education provides
an essential pathway to success. Among other things,
employers increasingly seek
cognitive skills (like communication and analytics), rather
than physical skills, from their
applicants. Now, colleges and
universities have the opportunity to end one barrier to
higher education entry for the
70 million Americans with
criminal records.
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Cori Thomas brings attention to criminal justice system with play

By Rahsaan Thomas
Contributing Writer

When the Rattlestick Theater commissioned playwright
and San Quentin volunteer
Cori Thomas to write a play in
2016, she penned a draft featuring a 62-year-old man who
has been incarcerated since he
was 16 called Lockdown. At
the time, she had never visited
a prison or envisioned having
her first play, which debuted in
New York City, become a tool
for discussion about the criminal justice system.
“It’s about a group of people
who are incarcerated and the
challenges they face—individually and within the system
itself,” said Daniella Topol, the
artistic director for the Rattlestick Playwrights Theater, who
commissioned Thomas. “The
play is also now about something much larger: forgiveness,
humanity and empathy.”
Thomas added, “It’s becoming a tool for prison reform
conversations.”

Lockdown, which runs at the
Rattlestick Playwrights Theater from April 17 to May 19,
unless extended, shows the difficulty of earning freedom for a
man serving a life sentence for
committing a heinous crime,
even though the man turned his
life around and mentors youth.
“Forgiveness is a really
hard thing,” Thomas said. “I
made sure to go into the victim’s point of view. I want to
make sure the audience sees
both sides, what’s it like to suffer loss. But I think that when
a person has remorse and has
had a transformation because
they now understand what it is
that they have done, they can’t
forget. They live with that forever, and that’s a form of punishment.”
After each performance,
the Fortune Society, an organization dedicated to helping
formerly incarcerated people
become successful on parole,
will host discussions with the
community about issues raised
in the play. Different stakehold-

ers, including formerly incarcerated people, will lead the
conversations.
Lockdown, starring Zenzi
Williams, Keith Randolph
Smith, Eric Berryman and
Curtis Morlaye, is Thomas’
first world premiere to debut
in New York City, although
the accomplished MarymountManhattan College theater
program graduate has penned
several others over the years.
Her first big break was a
play called “When January
Feels Like Summer.” It won
an American Theater Critics
Award, and Sundance chose
it for a development retreat. It
premiered in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lockdown may go even further than her past plays. It was
chosen for the O’Neill National
Playwrights Conference, and
Thomas said commercial producers like Shadow Catcher
Entertainment are interested in
taking it to bigger theaters.
“Everything that happens
with this play, I get happy because I feel like it honors the

Thomas (center) with the cast for the first rehearsal

Photo courtesy of Cori Thomas

Halfway through his first
term, Mark Gonzalez, the
District Attorney of Nueces
County, Texas, is still trying
to decide what his stance is on
the death penalty, according
to the Texas Observer.
Gonzalez, called a “progressive prosecutor” by
many, due to his progressive stance on many issues,
said he’s conflicted about
the death penalty and wants
to let the people of Nueces
County decide whether capital punishment should stand
in the county. He expected to
receive a “test case” with a
jury, to help him decide what
the policy should be.
“I can’t say I’m proanything, but I am very progiving this and entrusting
this to the jury to make

the decision,” he told the
Observer.
Gonzales and the jury must
decide how to handle the
case of Arturo Garza. Garza
has reportedly admitted to
beating his seven-monthspregnant girlfriend Susanna
Eguia to death in 2015. Earlier he was charged with
two counts of murder—one
charge for Susanna and one
charge for the unborn infant.
But death penalty attorneys say Gonzalez’s waitand-see approach avoids the
responsibility of his office:
determining and advocating
for a punishment he thinks is
appropriate.
The “progressive prosecutor” movement includes District Attorneys who advocate
abandoning the use of the
death penalty, decriminalizing marijuana possession,
sending low-level offenders

to rehabilitative courses instead of jail, seeking shorter
sentences, and “vowing to
aggressively prosecute police-involved shootings.”
Some District Attorneys
who are considered progressive still pursue death sentences despite the trend away
from capital punishment, its
high monetary costs, ineffectiveness in deterring crime
and its disproportionate use
against people of color.
District Attorney Kim
Ogg of Harris County, who
has pushed for marijuana
decriminalization and bail
reform, said she pursues the
death penalty only under extreme cases.
Ogg consults with a capital review committee of senior prosecutors to help her
vet these cases.
Though Gonzalez also
consults with his prosecutors

Zenzi Williams

men inside,” Thomas said. “If
it’s being recognized, they’re
being recognized.”
Lockdown isn’t Thomas’
only play aimed to spark
change.
“Pa’s Hat”, based on a trip
with her father to Liberia,
West Africa, where a child
soldier pointed a gun at her,
led to the creation of the Pa’s
Hat Foundation.

“It broke my heart,” Thomas
said. “Why would a young boy
be on a street corner pointing a
machine gun at me? I wanted to
bring attention to child soldiers
and how they’re forced to do
that.”
The nonprofit helps former
child-soldiers
and
other
under-served
citizens
in
Liberia, West Africa, with
education and employment
opportunities.
Currently, Thomas is working on another play about incarcerated people, this time
with the No More Tears selfhelp group, where she volunteers at San Quentin State
Prison.
Thomas is co-writing with
No More Tears the sequel, ’Til
You Know My Story 2; the
stimulus for it occurred back
in September of 2016, when
Thomas visited a prison for the
first time. She came to conduct
an interview for an Amazon
Audible project and was surprised by what she found.
“I thought I’d meet a bunch
of people whispering, ‘Hey,
I didn’t do it, get me out of
here,’” Thomas said. “What I
met are men who are articulate, intelligent and who take
accountability for the crimes
they committed.”
No More Tears, founded
by Lonnie Morris, an incarcerated man who has served
more than 40 years, helps men
address trauma and heal. No
More Tears first wrote, produced and performed the play

“ ’Til You Know My Story” in
2012.
Morris and Thomas met
when she came into the
prison’s media center. He
asked her to work with him on
the sequel “ ’Til You Know My
Story 2”, also to be performed
at San Quentin, and Thomas
agreed.
“When I left this prison, I
knew immediately that I wanted to write “ ’Til You Know
My Story,” Thomas said. “I
met Lonnie and was struck by
how intelligent and articulate
everyone was. I had no idea
that these types of minds existed in people who are locked
up. If I don’t know, other people don’t know.”
Thomas plans to turn interviews with incarcerated men
into monologues for “ ’Til You
Know My Story 2.” vn
“I did not know a whole lot
about the criminal justice system in this country,” Thomas
said. “Coming in here made
me open my eyes and made
me want to use all the tools I
had at my disposal, which is
writing and words. I have the
ability to let people know.
“I believe there’s a role incarcerated people, if freed,
can serve in society because
there’s no one better equipped
to teach the young people
than them. They could actually have civic duties. I think
there’s a role for them that
hasn’t been tapped into and
that they could actually make
communities safer.”

Photo courtesy of Cori Thomas

about capital cases, during
an interview with a reporter,
he didn’t cite a criteria or
process for when to pursue
a death sentence. “We know
when it may be an option
that we consider and we definitely know when it’s not,”
he said.
According to the Observer, Garza’s is one of six cases
in which the death penalty
continued to be a possibility
for juries in Gonzalez’s first
two years
Garza’s appointed lawyer, Richard Rogers, said
that for months his client
has been willing to plead to
life-without-parole in order
to avoid a trial and possible
death sentence. Rogers feels
strongly that the state should
accept Garza’s plea offer.
“Because bottom line: Either
way the guy is going to die
in prison.”

Louisiana prisoner denied life saving medical treatment
By Lloyd Payne
Journalism Guild Writer
Three Louisiana prisoners are suing the state,
claiming inmates have been
denied life-saving drugs because of cost, The Advocate
reports.
They contend the Hepatitis C medication is 95 percent effective in curing the
virus, but multiple prisoners
died before inmates were
treated with the drug in
2016.
The drug originally cost
upwards of $100,000 when
approved in 2014, The Advocate reported Feb. 9. The

price has since dipped to
about $10,000.
“We’ve never refused
medical treatment or care
because of cost,” said prisons
secretary Jimmy LeBlanc.
According to prison medical staff, the corrections department instituted a policy
to determine which patients
would get the new treatment
and then administered the
drugs to those most seriously
ill.
The prisoners are held
at Elayn Hunt Correctional
Center in St. Gabriel, La.
They are Tony Cormier,
Levell Doughty and Richard
Henderson.

The suit said their 8th and
14th Amendments were violated by the corrections department for neglecting their
care by failing to prescribe
them the new drugs called
Direct Acting Antiviral.
Joseph Long, the attorney
representing the prisoners,
filed a motion to request the
autopsies and death reports
of those who died.
“This evidence is critical to prove…the state and
its actors, defendants in this
case, allowed prisoners similarly situated as plaintiff to
die rather than pay for the
treatment that would have
saved their lives,” said Long.

Photo courtesy of Cori Thomas

Keith Randolph Smith

Texas DA to decide his stance on Death Penalty
By Salvador Solorio
Journalism Guild Writer

Photo courtesy of Cori Thomas

Cori Thomas

Hepatitis C patients in
prison and on Medicaid in
society, both rely on the state
for their health care.
The state’s health department said of the 35,000 people in Louisiana’s Medicaid
program living with hepatitis C in 2018, only 384 were
treated last year. Of the additional 4,000 prisoners also
living with the virus, only a
small number received the
medication as well, the department noted.
The three men have started
treatment or are scheduled
to, according to Long. He
said that change came only
after they filed their lawsuit.

Popularity for capital
punishment is on the
decline in the US

By Elton Kelley
Journalism Guild Writer

The popularity for and
sentencing for the death penalty is declining in America,
a research paper reports.
“The recent history of
capital punishment in the
U.S. has been marked by declining popularity and usage
… Within the past 15 years,
eight states have abandoned
the death penalty through
legislative repeal or judicial
invalidation,” according to
theconversation.com website.
“Capital punishment has
been and continues to be
controversial. … More than
2,700 men and women are
under death sentence,” the
website reported.
California has the nation’s
largest Death Row: 737 men
at San Quentin and more
than 20 women at Chowchilla.
“The number of new death
sentences imposed annually
nationwide has plummeted
from more than 300 in the
mid-1990s to a fraction of
that – just 42 in 2018,” according to the National
Death Penalty Archives information.

There was a modern-day
high number of 98 executions in 1999. Last year 25
people were executed in the
United States.
Public approval for the
killings is also declining. A
1995 Gallup Poll registered
80 percent public support for
capital punishment. A similar poll in 2018 reflected only
56 percent support.
Texas leads the nation
with more than five times as
many executions as the next
leading state, according to
researchers.
Execution history includes the case of 14-yearold George Junius Stinney
Jr., put to death in 1944 by
South Carolina. Seventy
years later his sentence was
vacated when a judge ruled
he did not get a fair trial.
The Stinney story and
many others can be found
at the National Death Penalty Archive. These archives
house the court records,
newspaper and magazine articles, bulletins, photographs
and index cards for each of
nearly 16,000 executions.
These records have been assembled by M. Watt Espy Jr.
over the past three decades
for the project.
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Business guru John Hamm visits San Quentin’s The Last Mile
BOOK REVIEW
When business guru John
Hamm came to San Quentin
in early January, it wasn’t his
first time at this historic landmark. Hamm is a huge fan of
the entrepreneurial program,
The Last Mile (TLM). He believes that it is one of the best
chances for inmates to succeed, once paroled.
Hamm was at San Quentin
to lecture TLM students enrolled in its computer coding
program, called Code 7370.
He’s given the same lecture
about staying focused and
path-finding countless times
to CEOs and other business
executives.

Hamm stood in front of a
white board where he’d listed
the habits of highly effective
people no matter where they
are -- prison or free.
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People Stephen
R. Covey is a guide for better living. It took me a weekend to digest the book that in
more than two decades has
sold in the over 25 million
copies worldwide. The book
is well organized and written
in accessible language that
stuck with me – it might stick
with you too, pushing you to
live a principle-centered life.
Hamm tells the students
that the first order of business is to take charge of their
lives.

“You get to choose how
you feel and how to react to
what happens to you.”
Hamm explained that not
reacting to everything that
happens, means being proactive. “How many times have
you said, ‘I wish I didn’t say
that?”
Hamm pointed out that
choice is both easy and hard
at the same time.
“There’s no need to say
something immediately. You
can drive a Ferrari 30 miles
an hour,” Hamm said. “These
kinds of people are elegant.
They are thoughtful. There’s
a mastery of this kind of proactivity.”
Hamm told the students
that understanding why the

habits in the book are important and then living by them
is especially challenging for
incarcerated people.
“That’s why I have such
high regard for you guys.
You are in here, planning
your lives outside of this
place.”
In the outside world, he
said, there are not the chronic
situations of control and lack
of choice as found in prisons.
He described prison as the
ultimate place of patience:
“At the end of the day, we
only control ourselves.”
Hamm
stressed
the
importance of team building.
Effective people develop the
habit of keeping the end
goals in mind when thinking

California Death Row prisoner
qualifies under new felony murder rule
By Harry C. Goodall Jr
Journalism Guild Writer
Demetrius Howard is on
California’s Death Row for a
crime in which he did not kill
anyone. He was never accused
of firing a shot, but based on
California’s felony murder
rule then in effect, he was
eligible for a death sentence
due to his participation in the
crime, reported The Appeal.
The felony murder rule was
revised in 2018 so that participants in a crime do not face a
death penalty unless they directly killed, or encouraged
the killing, or otherwise “acted with reckless indifference
to human life” when committing their crime.
Howard has maintained
during his trial and over time
that he never intended for any-

one to be killed during the
crime. However, Howard is
ineligible for re-sentencing
under the new felony murder
rule because his jury found he
had acted with reckless indifference to human life, according to a Death Penalty Information Center online post by
The Appeal.
“I am no saint or some angel. I’ve made my share of
wrongs, but I haven’t killed
no one [or] told anyone to kill
someone,” Howard wrote to
The Appeal.
Howard’s case stems from a
1995 conviction in which another man, Mitchell Funches,
shot and killed Sherry Collins
during a robbery. Funches received a sentence of life without parole in his trial; Howard
landed on Death Row in his
court trial.

Nineteen other states have
similar laws, allowing capital
punishment for people who
are not charged with murder
nor the intention to murder.
Texas has executed at least
six prisoners when there was
undisputed evidence that they
never participated in the actual murder, according to the
article.
Howard’s conviction was
delivered in San Bernardino
County, which is one of a
group of five Southern California counties nicknamed
“the new death belt,” because
from 2010 through 2015 those
counties imposed more death
sentences than 99.5% of U.S.
counties, according to The
Appeal. At the time of Howard’s trial, there were 10 active death penalty cases in San
Bernardino County.

“That’s higher than I’ve
ever seen it. At any given time
in the past the number pending seemed to be about six,”
said Dennis Kottmeier, thenDistrict Attorney, referencing
the number of active death
row cases in his county. He
attributed the high numbers to
state laws passed in 1990 and
1993 that expanded the list
of crimes eligible for capital
punishment, as well as higher
violent crime rates.
According to a 2017
report by the California
Attorney
General,
San
Bernardino’s high number
of capital punishment cases
did not lower the county’s
overall murder rate, which
has remained higher than
average from 1997 through
2017, despite a declining rate
statewide.

Nevada man commits suicide after
his pleas for execution are denied
By Leonard F. Brown
Journalism Guild Writer
A Nevada man who pleaded for his execution killed
himself when his wish was
denied.
Scott Raymond Dozier, 48,
was found hanged in his cell
on Jan. 5 at Nevada’s maximum security prison in Ely,
prison officials told the New
York Times.
“I’ve been very clear about
my desire to be executed…
even if suffering is inevitable,” Dozier said in a handwritten note to a state court
judge. The judge postponed
Dozier’s execution in 2017
over concerns that the “untried” combination of drugs
could “leave him suffocating,
conscious and able to move,”
according to The Associated
Press.

Dozier was convicted in
2002 for killing a man in Las
Vegas. At first, he appealed
his death sentence. But after
two years, he changed his approach and instead pushed for
his execution date.
Dozier had insisted the
state set a date, even if it
meant a painful death from
a cocktail of lethal-injection
drugs. The cocktail contained a mix of drugs including fentanyl, which led
manufactures to intervene,
saying that they would suffer
“grave reputational harm if
its products were used in the
execution against its wishes,”
according to the Times.
The complexity of Dozier’s
case has placed Nevada at the
top of the national death penalty debate, shedding light on
the practices of some states
attempting to use drugs that

pharmaceutical companies
do not want used for executions, the AP reported.

“Just get it
done, just do it
effectively and
stop fighting
about it”
Dozier had abandoned his
appeals for the death sentence
he received in 2007 for the
separate murders of two drug
associates in 2002 in Phoenix and Las Vegas, the AP
reported.
“Just get it done, just do it
effectively and stop fighting
about it,” Dozier told the AP

in a telephone interview last
August.
Filmmaker Edgar Barens,
who was working on
producing a documentary on
families affected by the death
penalty, told the Times that
“the prospect of eking out
his existence on Death Row
for the rest of his life was
unfathomable to him.”
Dozier’s mental health
had deteriorated after several delays and after being
frequently kept in isolation
or on suicide watch, attorney
Tom Ericsson told the Times.
“He was just so beat down by
the prison system and ready
to call it a day,” Ericsson
said.
Attorneys argued that
Dozier’s deterioration was
attributed to unconstitutional
treatment of their client, the
AP reported.

Alabama Death Row inmate loses memory
By Anthony Faulk
Staff Writer
The U.S. Supreme Court
ordered a second look at the
case of a Death Row prisoner
who says he no longer
remembers his crimes.
Prisoner Vernon Madison
suffered a series of strokes
which impaired his memory,
CNN.com reported Feb 27.
The court ruled previously
that no one can be executed
who doesn’t understand why.
Madison was convicted
for the shooting death of a

Mobile, Ala. police officer in
1985. He suffered strokes in
2015 and 2016, and has been
diagnosed as having vascular
dementia, the story reported.
The Supreme Court sent
the case back to the lower
courts. Chief Justice Elena
Kagan wrote in the majority’s
opinion: “The state court, we
have little doubt, can evaluate
such matters better than
we. It must do so as the first
step in assessing Madison’s
competency—and ensuring
that if he is to be executed, he
understands why.”

Chief Justice John Roberts
sided with the court liberals in
a 5-3 vote. This is the second
time in six days that Roberts
joined the more progressive
justices in reaching a decision
favorable to a Death Row
prisoner, according to Steve
Vladeck, a professor of law and
CNN Supreme Court analyst.
“I don’t think that’s a sign
that the chief’s views on the
death penalty have changed,
but it’s further evidence that
he has become the swing vote
on the court’s most divisive
cases,” Vladeck said.

Only eight justices had
heard the case because Chief
Justice Brett Kavanaugh
had not been confirmed at
the time of the case was
argued.
Madison was convicted
three times for shooting police
Cpl. Julius Schulte during a
domestic disturbance call.
Madison was on parole and
shot Schulte twice in the
head, according to court
documents. In 1994 a judge
sentenced Madison to death
after a jury had recommended
life without parole.

and
planning,
which can’t be done
single-handedly.
To make “it”
happen, the book
includes
phrases
like “Seek first to
understand, then
to be understood,”
which
requires
“empathic listening,” and “independence to be interdependent.” He
suggests living by
the “Win-Win or
No Deal” philosophy for success.
Readers
also
learn the need to
have good relationships and to value
them.
Central to the
book’s teachings is
knowing your personal values and
principles. These
help to set priorities, essential in determining what
needs to be done and what
should be done.

NEWS BRIEFS
1. USA – Since the death

penalty was reinstated in
1976, the Death Penalty Information Center lists 22 examples of capital punishment
where the person executed
did not actually commit a
murder. The person either
ordered or contracted with
another person to carry out
a murder or participated in a
felony during which a victim
died at the hands of another
participant in the felony.
2. California – Assemblyman Mark Stone (D-Scotts
Valley) has introduced a
bill that would prevent the
state Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
from charging a co-pay for
self-initiated medical and
dental work, the Los Angeles
Times reports. Subsequently,
prison officials on their own
decided to waive the fee as
well as charges for dental
devices.
3. Nevada – State lawmakers introduced legislation
last February that would
abolish the state’s use of capital punishment, Las Vegas
Review-Journal reports. The
legislation calls for a maximum sentence of life in prison without the possibility of
parole for convicts charged
with first-degree murder,
while reducing the sentence
of the 70-plus men on death
row to the same penalty.
4. Alabama – A report by
the Southern Poverty Law
Center shows that in April
2014, 2,280 prisoners in state
prisons had been diagnosed
with hepatitis C, but only
seven prisoners received
treatment. The report determined that prison officials
had a policy and practice of
not treating the aliment.
5. Louisiana – Three separate federal lawsuits by inmates with Hepatitis C said
that prison officials denied

The lessons worked for
me. After the two-day class
ended, I felt energized and
ready to be more effective in
my everyday life.

them available, life-saving
medicine for more than a
year, The Advocate.com
reports. The latest lawsuit
claims that several inmates
with severe cases of Hepatitis C died in the period between when the new drugs
were federally approved and
when prison officials began
prescribing the medicine.
The drugs were much more
effective than prior treatments, yet exceedingly expensive.
6. Mississippi – A new
poll of 200 Mississippians
finds majority support for
restoring voter rights to most
people with felony convictions, who have completed
their sentences, the Southern
Poverty Law Center reports.
State Democrat lawmakers
are pushing a bill that would
re-enfranchise people with
felony convictions upon the
completion of their sentences.
7. Michigan – While We
Were Away is a project of the
Prison Creative Arts Project
(PCAP) (https://lsa.umich.
edu/pcap), a program that
fosters creative collaboration between the University
of Michigan community and
people impacted by the justice system. The podcast
provides a platform for formerly incarcerated individuals to tell their stories and,
in turn, serves as a reentry
resource for those currently
experiencing incarceration
and those who have returned
home.
8. New Hampshire – Hugs
during visiting are limited to
three seconds in the state’s
prisons, The Associated
Press reports. Other restrictions imposed on incarcerated people are bans on
drawings, greeting cards and
colored paper. The ACLU
challenged the state, leading
to a settlement permitting
prisoners to receive some
handmade drawings.
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Hall of Fame baseball player offers support to a childhood friend
By Aaron Taylor
Staff Writer
Imagine being a back-up
point guard on a high school
basketball team that also has
a future Hall of Fame Baseball Player on the roster…
Now imagine needing that
player to write a letter that
says you’re ready to return to
society 35 years later.
This is the connection of
Leesester “Papa” Chandler
and Hall of Fame baseball
player Kenny Lofton.
Chandler and Lofton both
grew up in East Chicago,
Ind. Chandler grew up in
the West Calument Housing
Projects, while Lofton lived
just outside the projects.
“Kenny and I played
sports together since we were
8 years old, starting with Pop
Warner football, all the way
to high school at East Chicago Washington,” Chandler

said. “We all had it rough in
that area, whether you lived
in the projects or not. My first
interaction with the police
was my eighth grade prom.
I’d driven without a license,
but my mother had a lot of
connections to the street with
officers, so I was let go with
a scolding.”
Sports gave Chandler a
way to have some discipline
in his life. If he didn’t follow the guidelines laid out by
his family, he’d have to live
someplace else.
Chandler played football and basketball in high
school; he transferred from
E.C. Roosevelt to E.C. Washington, where he and Lofton
reconnected on the court.
While at E.C. Roosevelt,
Chandler played against future NBA Champion Rick
Fox.
Moving to California
in June of 1987, Chandler

worked and played street
ball. It just so happens that
four of his high school teammates were already in Los
Angeles, so they won several
street tournaments.
In June 2000, Chandler
was arrested and charged
with illegal possession of
a handgun. Having been
convicted previously for a
kidnap-robbery years earlier, under California’s Three
Strikes Law he was given
25-to-life.
Chandler has taken selfhelp groups during his incarceration, including CGA
(Criminals and Gangsters
Anonymous) and Restorative
Justice, as well as being a
mentor in West Care. West
Care is a substance abuse
program.
“As I was getting ready for
my Board of Parole hearing,
my cousin’s wife, Michelle,
asked if she could help me
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Chandler with close friend Alfred Cinnie

in any way,” Chandler said.
“I asked her if she could ask
Kenny if he’d write me a letter of support. My childhood

friend…my teammate and
now family member said it
wouldn’t be a problem at all
to help me out. When I got

the letter, I was truly humbled…I hadn’t spoken to him
since we were in high school
but to know that our friendship still endured across time
and space….Man, that meant
a lot.”
Currently, Chandler is
waiting for his sentencing reduction hearing.
Here is an excerpt from
the letter written by Hall of
Fame baseball player Kenny
Lofton:
“…I am writing this letter
on behalf of Mr. Chandler
(Papa) as we call him… (we)
grew up in the same neighborhood and going to school
with him, interacting with
him was such a great pleasure…I can guarantee that if
he’s released, he will become
a great pillar in the community. Sometimes it takes us
men to fall down in order to
bring ourselves back up to
where we should be…”

One man’s journey to inner freedom occurred through sports
Brian Holliday, 25, from
Orange County, Ca., is serving a six-year sentence for a
robbery. Holliday also had issues with race relations based
on being placed in a facility
where the inmate population
self-segregated. Since arriving at The Q and getting involved with the San Quentin
Athletic Association (SQAA),
his thinking has evolved…
SQN: What’s it been like
being a college student here at
The Q?
BH: It’s given me an opportunity to be enrolled in college. I wasn’t going to do this
on the street. It’s a chance to
get a free education, real college level.

SQN: Did you have a high
school diploma before coming
to prison?
BH: Yes, after I was expelled
from the Saddleback school
district in Orange County, Ca.
SQN: Which classes are you
enrolled in?
BH: English 101A, I had to
start from English 99A, then
99B.
SQN: Is that where you read
some African American literature for the first time?
BH: Yes. Martin Luther
King Jr.’s ‘Letters from the
Birmingham Jail’; I also read
Emile Deweaver’s essay.
SQN: How has playing
sports at The Q changed your
social views?

Sports Pics around the Q
If your state or county facility has a sports program, and
you’d like to see your stories mentioned in the SQNews
Sports section, have the athletic director email the
story to sqnews@gmail.com. Please include first and
last names of everyone involved as well as photos.

BH: First off, it was the
integrated sports. Before The
Q, I never played sports with
Blacks or Asians in prison. I
came from California Rehabilitation Center (CRC), and
it’s still racially segregated.
However, here at San Quentin, I have some good people
around me. I saw it was cool.
Brandon Riddle Terrell, a fellow player on the team, really helped me to adjust and
helped me see what this was
about…
SQN: What self-help
groups are you in?
BH: Criminals and Gangsters Anonymous, Coalition
For Justice, and Youth Offender Program.
SQN: What type of work
do you do?
BH: Building maintenance, CTE (Construction
Technology
Employment),
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1,000 Mile Track team member during an evening practice

my thinking and accepting
constructive criticism and
look past the color.
SQN: What advice would
you give a young person
coming into CDCR at this
time, under the current
changes, who was seeking to
get home as fast as possible?
BH: Look, I’m here. I’m
on the baseball team. There’s
self-help groups… there’s no
politics at The Q. At the end
of the day, I’m not coming
back to prison… so don’t let
anybody prevent you from
getting yourself in a position
to get home. Do your time,
put your blinders on, and do
what’s best for you.
SQN: You get to speak to
a 13-year-old Brian… but
you only get one sentence to
say to yourself. What do you
say?
BH: Be you.
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Brian Holliday

SQN: Thanks for doing
this interview.
BH: No, thank you.
—Aaron Taylor

San Quentin Warriors have a new head coach

Anthony Evans, Warriors
New Head Coach

2018 Intramural League Basketball game

and Computer Literacy… I
completed that at CRC.
SQN: What’s the program
like at CRC?
BH: It’s not integrated except for bunks. Everything
else is segregated.
SQN: And how has The
Q and the self-help groups
helped you transition in your
thinking?
BH: I play baseball,
softball
and
soccer,
basketball a little, as well
as handball. Taught me to
deal with personalities and
learning patience… I was
still having racial issues at
first. I had a Black coach
and Black team mates and
taking orders at first was
tough. … But the white guys
on the team helped me to
see that it wasn’t the skin
shade that was getting me.
It was me learning to expand

The San Quentin Warriors
come into the 2019 season 3-4
against the Golden State Warriors coaching staff—the biggest game of each season, and
also having the coach for the
last two seasons step down to
attempt to become a player on
the team again. On 2/10/2019,
while watching the Lakers
v. Sixers on ESPN/ABC, we
touched on these issues with
the new coach of the San Quentin Warriors, Anthony Evans,
in the following interview.
SQN: Coach, what’s your
philosophy for upcoming season? I’ve heard that the old
playbook is out. Is that true?
Evans: Yes. The old playbook is out for the simple fact,
it looks like algebra to some
of the players. With anything
with more than one moving
part—it only takes one moving
part to throw the whole thing
into chaos. For that reason,

we’re going back to a more
freestyle form of basketball.
SQN: With The Q becoming a non-designated yard,
does that mean any special
consideration for players arriving here seeking to get a
spot on the team? Has anyone
tried to say to you that you
have to have certain types of
people on the team?
Evans: No. When I came
into the meeting for consideration of becoming the coach,
I established that there’s no
strings attached to the position. No one has a guaranteed
spot. There’s 15 jerseys and
each one is up for grabs. I run
this team as I see fit, period.
There are no quotas, no limitations, no reserved seating,
none of that. We’re looking
for the elite players on the
yard.
SQN: So, does that mean
that each player on the team
is there based on their ability to play the game and their
knowledge of the game?
Evans: Yes and no, for the
most part, yes. Its ability, effort and the style of basketball that I envision.
SQN: Does a person’s attitude have a role in making
the team?
Evans: Yes! Cancers
spread.
SQN: How do you deal
with a player that receives a
115? (Rules Violation Report)
I noticed the past two seasons, the previous coach has
sat some big name players on
the bench for some big games
due to this issue…

Evans: Being an assistant
the past two seasons, I was in
full agreement then, and that
policy still stands.
SQN: It’s the worst kept
secret at The Q that there
have been or are currently
players that are either openly
or secretly members of the
LGBTQ community involved
in the sports programs. How
do you approach this issue
with the Warriors?
Evans: Same as the
military: Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell. There’s no locker
rooms, nor do we ask what a
person does in their personal
time away from the game.
It actually has zero to do
with the game, so, no, it’s
not an issue. If it becomes
an issue, we’ll address it in
a closed team meeting and
deal with it. We’ll ask about
that persons’ medical status
– in confidence – and if it’s
possible that they can expose
others, then we’ll address
that – in confidence. We’re
not here to openly embarrass
people, nor to expose their
personal business. My duty
is to protect all players my
team and the visitors, on
the court. We’re here for
self-help,
empowerment,
community enrichment, and
all that’s founded on playing
basketball.
SQN: What are your goals
for the team this season?
Evans: We’ve from a team
to program over the past
two years, so now it’s about
adding “a winning program”
to the resume.

SQN: I noticed you went
and found two really good
veteran players and brought
them onto the coaching staff;
what do they bring to the
table that you think will improve the team?
Evans: Fifty years of experience on the court; a working knowledge of the game.
Some veteran leadership and
some teachable skill sets
SQN:
Rapid
Fire
questions… I’m going to say
something and you give the
first word/phrase that comes
to mind, okay?
1. March Madness: Excitement!
2. Bob Myers: Wonderful!
3. ½ Man ½ Amazing (Anthony Ammons): Bedrock
of the team.
4. Kurt & Kent Lacob: The
ultimate humanitarians.
5. LeBron James: Best in the
game.
6. Bobby Knight: Great tactician, but I would never
have sent my child to Indiana!
7. Kevin Durant: Still growing
8. Harry Smith (ATL): Work
in progress
SQN: Thanks for the time
coach.
Evans: Looking forward
to a competitive and exciting
season. I thank all the
coaches, former coaches
and peers who thought me
worthy to be the coach and I
was humbled by that. I hope
to reward their trust in the
program.
—Aaron Taylor
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71 year old breaks new record in rainy three-mile race

managed to come
only 27 seconds
short of beating
his own record.
He had a finish
time of 17:14 on
the 3 mile (5k)
run that the 1000
Mile running club
hosts annually.
“Even though
I run because it’s
therapeutic, I dedicate this run to
my daughter, who
has lupus,” Taylor
said. “I hope to
not only race in
Photo by R.J. Lozada
prison but I want
to represent the
Mike Keeyes, 71, the oldest 1000
men in blue and go
Mile Club, runner ran three miles
in 21 minutes and 40 seconds
race in the Boston
marathon, if I get
released.”
The 1000 Mile Club preBy Timothy Hicks
pares the runners for the SQ
Contributing Writer
marathon, held at the end of
Despite the torturous the year, by gradually increasweather conditions on Feb. ing the miles each meet, start15, Markelle Taylor, who ing at one mile. There have
was fighting off a cold, still been 12 marathons thus far.

Commitment is what it
takes. Last year’s newcomer
Fidelio Marin gave Markelle
“The Gazelle” Taylor a run
for his money but came in
second place with a completion time of 19:01.
For the 5K race, the storm
beat down on the runners as
they strived through the rain
and light thunder.
Assistant coach Jim Morris, 70, is an ex-marine biologist. He advised the runners:
“Don’t blast too fast; take it
slow and keep an even pace
and especially watch out for
slippery spots.”
But last year’s ankle problem did not stop veteran Chris
Scull from stomping through
and taking third place. Time:
19:31.
Starting at a moderate
pace, Jonathan Chiu suddenly
got a burst of energy and took
a leading stride past Steven
Brooks and flowed through
the finish line placing fourth,
with Brooks graciously taking
fifth place. Michael Ybarra

took sixth while veteran
Tommy Wickerd settled for
seventh.
“I was just expecting to finish and not slip and get hurt
again,” said Wickerd after recovering from a knee injury
last year. “Here we have the
option to program and make
good choices, and running
keeps me away from the negative influences.” He was referring to his 17 years of being
sober and away from gangs.
Michael Keeyes, 71, set a
new San Quentin 3-mile-race
70+ record, finishing eighth.
Bruce Wells came in ninth,
John Levin took tenth, and
Ismael Altamirano finished in
11th place.
Moua Vue took 12th place.
Vue started running last year;
he joined through a commitment that he made to a friend.
He began by running short
distances to build up his
stamina. “Training does matter,” he said. “I was gonna set
a goal and break a record, becoming faster and faster than

my last time. This race I just
want to do well.”
Michael Johnson took
13th.
Although the track was
muddy and the rain—and
even hail, at times—was
sporadically beating down,
Coach Frank admonished the
runners to run a comfortable
race because he is not taking
excuses.
First timer Ben Tobin, 30,
said, “Markelle ‘The Gazelle’
inspired me to participate.
It’s amazing to see his level
of focus. I never ran long distance before, and it’s a new
adventure for me. I want to
prove to myself that through
commitment I can get better
with time.”
Coach Frank Ruona said
that Tobin started out too
fast, and that’s why he came
in 14th.
The race was completed
when the 23rd place was
taken by Edward Scott, who
caught the end of the pouring
winter rain.

Runners & Finish Times
1.
Markelle Taylor - 17:43
2.
Fidelio Marin - 19:01
3.
Chris Scull - 19:31
4.
Jonathan Chiu - 20:28
5.
Steven Brooks - 21:10
6.
Michael Ybarra - 21:21
7.
Tommy Wickerd - 21:35
8.
Michael Keeyes - 21:40
9.
Bruce Wells - 22:10
10. John Levin - 22:13
11. Ismael ALtamirano - 22:22
12. Moua Vue - 22:38
13. Michael Johnson - 23:03
14. Benjamin Tobin - 23:20
15. Nicola Bucci - 24:43
16. Darren Settlemeyer - 24:56
17. Malcolm Jones - 25:53
18. Eric Rives - 25:53
19. Eddie Deweaver - 27:07
20. Al Yaseng - 28:00
21. Ernie Soltero - 28:51
22. Jeery Gearin - 33:32
23. Edward Scott - 19:20

Robert Polzin loves different sports for more reasons than the game
By Steve Brooks
Contributing Writer
Robert Polzin aka “Big
Smooth” is one of the most
active persons in sports at
San Quentin and he will tell
you it’s not simply for the
love of the game.
“It’s hard for some guys
to learn things out of a book.
It’s often the real life situations that help us develop
real life skills,” said Polzin.
Polzin plays baseball for
the SQ Oakland Athletics,
the SQ Kings, and he even
coaches the “Hardtimers”
softball team. He said coaching and playing are equally
enjoyable and help him further develop coping skills.
Polzin is the youngest of five children from a
small farming town in New
Prague, Minn. He came to
California in 1980 and lived
in the Bay Area most of his
life.

The 46-year-old Polzin found himself back in
prison on a parole violation
for fighting. In order for the
lifer to be released back to
San Jose by a parole board,
he has to deal with his anger
issues first. He said he has
taken several self-help programs like Victim Offender
Education Groups (VOEG),
Next Step, Non-Violent
Communication,
Guiding
Rage Into Power, Addiction
Recovery Counselor (ARC),
Alliance For Change, and
Restorative Justice.
He considers sports as a
self-help group as well.
“It is sports that allow me
to see value in myself,” Polzin said.
Polzin arrived at San
Quentin in 2017 and put
on a baseball uniform. It
was “Red,” a friend Polzin
knew from another prison,
that nicknamed him “Big
Smooth” for his effortless

style of fielding the ball,
which can be difficult for a
big guy over six feet tall.
Polzin loves playing first
base, right field, and he likes
to pitch. He likes the camaraderie and sense of community he experiences among
the many ethnicities out on
the field
“Playing sports is about
being part of something bigger than yourself,” said Polzin.
He sees it as an opportunity to reach out to the younger
generation—to say I’m here
to help you get through the
rough times. What Polzin learns in his self-help
groups, he shares out on the
field. It helps him and others to develop the tough skin
needed to deal with hecklers,
losing and not living up to
your best potential.
“Whether you do it for exercise or releasing the negative energy, playing sports

after games and say,
“Thank you for helping
me keep my cool out on
the field today.”
Polzin has always
found himself in management or supervisory skill
jobs. Before the Hardtimers, he coached Little
League on the streets and
started several softball
teams at other prisons.
This baseball season,
Polzin hopes to become
a better hitter, a better offensive player and a better mentor to the younger
guys on the Athletics. As
coach of the “Hardtimers” he has already acPhoto by Eddie Herana
complished the goal of
Robert Polzin on the
getting them more games
mound at San Quentin
and a longer season.
“We like to win, but it’s
helps make you feel like you
matter,” Polzin said. “People not always about winning and
depend on you and you don’t losing,” said Polzin. “It’s also
about meeting and getting to
want to let them down.”
Polzin finds it “humbling” know the visiting teams who
when people walk up to him come in from the streets.”

According to Polzin, the
visiting teams remind you that
you are actually human, that
there is a real world out there
waiting for you to return. They
provide spiritual and emotional support.
“The visiting teams keep
you connected to the outside
world and become a great support network for those of us
who need it,” he said.
Polzin imagines a prison
without sports would be, “a
yard full of people fighting
for space. Violence would increase. It’s that age-old adage,
‘an idle mind is the devil’s
workshop.’”
Polzin admits that he always
knew the power of playing
sports, but he lost focus.
“You have to keep applying
the principles and coping skills
that make us a success in life,”
Polzin said. “We cannot allow
ourselves to stop doing good
and practicing to become better people.”

Amid a turbulent life basketball surfaced as a guiding force for good

By Adamu Chan
Journalism Guild Writer

Oakland, Calif., has a rich,
storied history of basketball
talent that stretches from Bill
Russell (McClymonds High
School) to Damian Lilliard
(Oakland High School). From
iconic playgrounds like Mosswood Park, to Harmon Gym
on the UC Berkeley Campus,
where Oakland native Jason
Kidd earned his stripes, “The
Town” brand of hoops has left
its mark. Jamal Harrison grew
up in this culture, soaking up
the expertise of his predecessors.
For visitors to the lower
yard, who have watched the
San Quentin Kings basketball
team, “Mal” is a playmaker
and quiet leader on the court,
but most people don’t know
the journey he’s taken to get
here.
Harrison said he grew up
tagging along with his two
older brothers as they played
ball around Oakland. He
tried to imitate their movements. Watching them, he
said, helped him develop his
own style; he become known
as a fierce competitor on the
blacktop.
But basketball wouldn’t
save Jamal from the realities
of life in the inner city. Family problems prompted him
to run away from home at the
age of 14. He met his father for
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Golden State Warriors Assistant GM Kirk Lacob (green jersey)
guarding Jamal Harrison (Warriors #3) on the San Quentin
lower yard as Patrick Lacey challenges Delvon Adams

the first time at 15. That same
year, because of increasing
problems at home, he moved
to Texas to live with his Dad.
The Lone Star State presented
new opportunities and Jamal
played on his high school basketball team there. It was his
first experience with concepts

of teamwork, coaching and
basketball fundamentals.
Harrison moved back to
Oakland at 16 and joined
Castlemont High School’s
basketball team. He played
in popular local tournaments
at places like the 85th Ave
Boys and Girls Club, the “Big

Stick” in Brookfield, the 65th
Village, and YAP in Berkeley.
Jamal loved the NBA and
followed local stars like Gary
Payton, Jason Kidd, Isaiah
Rider and Antonio Davis.
However, his idol, like most
kids at the time, was Michael
Jordan.
“I wanted to be 6’6” like
MJ”, says Harrison, adding,
as if remorseful, “but J. Kidd
is my favorite player of all
time.”
Even as his basketball
game developed, drama at
home prompted him to find
sanctuary in the streets. He
got into trouble and ended up
being kicked off the Castlemont High team and out of
the basketball tournament
circuit.
At 18, Harrison joined
the military to escape his
surroundings. He chose the
Navy, because of his admiration of “The Admiral” David
Robinson, who went from the
Naval Academy to the NBA.
Jamal played for the USS
Kittyhawk (CV63) and from
there tried to get on the AllNavy team.
In the Navy, “I really started to learn what goes into the
game of basketball, the preparation, techniques, and fine
points,” Harrison said.
The highlights of his Naval basketball career include
playing a semi-pro game in

Tasmania, Australia, and
signing autographs for fans.
In his highest scoring game,
in Bremerton, Wash., he
scored 25 points and dunked
on an opposing player who
was 6’9.
In spite of all of this success, old demons resurfaced.
Harrison went AWOL twice
after multiple disciplinary infractions. He said he was ultimately released from service
with an “other than honorable
discharge” after two and a
half years in uniform.
Back in Oakland, Harrison
got a job.
“I tried to go straight but I
wasn’t making enough money, so I got influenced by the
streets,” he said.
This new direction landed
him in and out of jail and
prison. Ultimately he landed
at San Quentin, where he became part of the Kings.
Kings’ starting point guard
Oris “Pep” Williams describes Harrison as, “a quiet
leader on the court and great
teammate. Off the court, he’s
a smooth character.”
Harrison said that playing
basketball at San Quentin has
changed his perspective. He
describes the Kings basketball team as being a “brotherhood” and the court as one
of the only places in prison
where race doesn’t matter
“Basketball is a culture,”
Harrison said. “When you

see someone playing, there
is an instant connection. No
matter where we are or where
we come from, we are speaking the same language.”
Seeing volunteers and
outside teams come into the
prison has changed Harrison,
too. After games, opposing
players share their testimonies with everyone circled
around half-court. Harrison
is always surprised with how
non-judgmental and supportive they are.
All of this has solidified
Harrison’s drive to get out
of prison and use basketball as a tool to help young
people, who may be experiencing similar challenges to
those he went through. His
plan is to open up a barbershop and become a teacher
on African culture, but the
lessons of support and love
he has learned from form
the backbone of his aspiration.
Harrison said he truly believes that if he’d had a mentor at 16, to not only teach
him the game but also give
him guidance off of the court,
would have kept him out of
trouble.
Harrison believes in God
and that everything happens
for a reason. The next step
is to take all of these lessons
back to the community were
formative for him in establishing his identity.
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Stanford joins with SQ in collaborative engineering project

Stanford and TLM students of the Unlocking Innovation Inside Prison project
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Gabreil Ostolaza speaking with TLM students
Moua Vue on Zoom Session
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TLM students Vah Saechao (center) with Gregory Morris
and Stanford students Dillon Rose Schoen & Ryan Youra

By Juan Haines and
Aron Kumar Roy
Staff Writers
Stanford students and prison inmates joined forces by
participating in a ten-week
engineering course aimed
at finding solutions to social
problems.
The collaboration grew out
of a chance encounter, about
10 years ago, between Stanford Professor Tina Seelig
and venture capitalist Beverly Parenti. The two stayed
in contact and floated around
ideas.
Seelig came to San Quentin about four years ago to observe The Last Mile (TLM),
an entrepreneurial program
and a computer coding class,
Code.7370 that Parenti cofounded.
During the visit, Seelig
said inmate Heracio Harts’
presentation called Healthy
Hearts encouraging people
to make better dietary choice,
impressed her.
“It changed my life,” Seelig
said. “All the potential locked
inside here.”
Over the years, the two
worked on small projects,
which finally turned into
Unlocking Innovation Inside
Prison, a curriculum taught
as part of San Quentin’s computer coding class.
The class consisted of 16
Stanford students and 16
inmates. They divided into
eight teams of four each.

The course launched Jan.
14.
On Tuesday and Thursday,
the class met via Zoom (similar to Skype). Seelig invited
several business experts as
guest lecturers. On Thursdays, half the Stanford students went inside San Quentin to work directly with their
inmate teammates.
“It was just as much an
experience for the Stanford
students as it was for the
TLM students to show such
an impact from all side,” said
The Last Mile staffer Gaby
Andrada.
On March 12, the class
held a demonstration of
their project ideas inside San
Quentin.
Victoria Yoo, a marketing
expert and a guest lecturer,
was at the demonstration.
“I thought it would be life
changing for someone in
prison to have a class like
this, but it was life-changing
for me,” Yoo said. “In society
we have categories and labeling — in this classroom, we
don’t have that unempowering and labeling social construct. I am totally impressed
with the outcome of the program.”
Standing in the classroom,
she added, “In life people are
in their own prisons — this
room is only one form of
awareness, depression and
addiction are also prisons.
Prisons should be thought of
as a hospital where care can
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Ricardo Romero having a conversation with his
team and Stanford student Ali Edip Sarilgan
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TLM students Robert Barnes and Niccola Bucci zooming
with Sarah Kimball Stebbins (left) and Yael Yahya

be taken to heal. We can’t just
say, ‘lock ‘em up.’ To get to
a better society, there should
places for rehabilitation.”
Each of the teams presented their ideas in front of the
class.
Inmates Ricardo “Ricky”
Romero and Michael Holmes
joined Stanford students
Tammy and Ali to make up
Team-7.
Romero, serving time for
a first-degree murder, committed in 1996 when he was
23, talked about their idea,
“Relive,” which is a virtual
reality device that allows
Alzheimer’s patients to reexperience their life.
Romero said that the collaboration was “eye-opening.”
He said learning something as difficult as coding is
“a small part of the equation”.
To succeed in the business
world, “you also have to be a
people person and you have
to know how to ask for help.”
Romero came to San
Quentin to be closer to his
wife and because of the coding program, which he said
is “very challenging without
direct internet access.”
To assist in the training,
teaching assistants roam the
classroom; however, Romero
said that the students rely on
each other, which “helps develop team-building skills.”
“Normally, I’d say the
skills and employment opportunities make the pro-

gram stand out, but I came
to realize that coding is the
number-one skill that’s needed in the tech world today,”
Romero said. “That gives me
job security, knowing that
there’s a six-figure income
— that beats working for McDonald’s. Also, knowing that
I design things that impact
consumers — that’s the biggest takeaway.”
It was Stanford student
Tammy’s first visit inside a
prison. She took Unlocking
Innovation Inside Prison.
Prison wanting to learn
about design thinking.
“I’ve always been interested in the intersection of
business and social impact,”
the Stanford undergrad in
Management Science and
Engineering said. Referring
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Stanford students Victoria Yoo talking with Garrett Jensen
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Stanford student Fatima Hassan conferencing with Maria
English and TLM students Orlando Harris and Kennard Love

to the Team-7 experience, she
added, “I’ve never been in an
environment where everyone
is so passionate about learning.”
Stanford
student
Ali
moved from Istanbul, Turkey
to the U.S. to further his education.
He said the classroom optimism surprised him.
“Everyone has hopes. It’s
good to get that energy here,”
he said at the demonstration.
He added, “I’m surprised to
see everyone is working on
self-improvement.”
In an interview, prior to
the presentation, Seelig said,
“It’s not about only starting
companies, it’s about starting
life. The hope is that people
will walk feeling much more
empowered in their lives.

It’s a combination of looking
back and looking forward.”
Regarding support from
the California Department
of Corrections and Rehabilitation, Romero said, “They
know what they’re doing.
They are like an open book.
We could always go to them
for help. The instructors all
have great personalities and
are very encouraging.
“It’s one thing to learn coding, but another to learn innovation — learning how to
be your own boss,” Romero
said. “I would have never
thought that I’d be in front of
this caliber of teaching.”
Romero’s first chance at
parole will come in 2024.
Editor’s note: Juan
Haines enrolled in the class
for reporting purposes

Team-1: Stanford: McKinley McQuaide & Wyatt Martin San Quentin: Gabriel Ostolaza & Moua Vue
Product: “The Life Change Network” helps at-risk youth find careers
Team-2: Stanford: Pallavi Sathya Babu & Claire Lior Rosenfeld San Quentin: Chai Saetern & Dale Cottrell
Product: “What I Wish I Knew” storage sharing, user generated
Team-3: Stanford: Yael Yahya & Sarah Kimball Stebbins San Quentin: Nicola Bucci & Robert Barnes
Product: “Through the Gate” eases life after prison
Team-4: Stanford: Garrett Jensen & Mya Havard San Quentin: Juan Haines and Keith Worten
Product: “The Purpose Pillow” is an AI embedded pillow
Team-5: Stanford: Dillon Rose Schoen & Ryan Youra San Quentin: Vah Saechao & Gregory Morris
Product: “Cheer Match” matches youth with cheerleaders
Team-6: Stanford: Fatima Hassan & Maria English San Quentin: Orlando Harris & Kennard Love
Product: “The Mom App” encourages healthy eating, exercise, and limited social media
Team-7: Stanford: Tammy Hu Wu & Ali Edip Sarilgan San Quentin: Michael Holmes & Ricardo Romero
Product: “Relive” VR headsets allow Alzheimer’s patients to relive experiences
Team-8: Stanford: Paola Martinez & Nikhil Varun Raghuraman San Quentin: Jamie Sanchez, Mark Radke & Troy Whitley
Product: “VR Family” virtual reality headset that takes incarcerated individuals to friends and family

